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JLAS 'YE&A8 BATLY
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

VOL. XXIV.
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CRISIS MONDAY
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Slick Circus Fakir Who Bilked
Las Vegans Seized in Hotel
Roof Garden.

SOCORRO

Clever Manipulations In 1 Paso,
Where He Comes to Speedy
Uricf.

HOW THE TRICK WAS WORKED

Train Runs

Pacific Cars

wee
"If the ravages ofthecotton-bol- l
Near Hutchinson.
vil can be prevented,! do wot believe
that the time is far distant when this
country Will produce 20,000,0(k) bales ol
cotton annually. At present the bowl
weevil undoubtedly constitutes & serious menace to it. It is not only the
actual damage that this insect does
that operates against the increase of Two Killed Paswngor Car
the production of cotton in certain disEngine Piled up In a
tricts, but its moral effect in discouragDitch
ing planters from setting out large
crops, is also very serious."

TWELVE INJURED

FAILURES

DOINGS

Montana Wool Growers.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.. July 25.
The North Montana Wool Growers' association,, which formally opened Us
third annual meeting in this city yesterday, resumed lta session todav with
an Increased attendance. Among the
Interesting papers presentd and discussed during the day were the following: "How Shall We Improve Our
Meadows and Ranges?" E. E. Leach,
Dupuyer; "Best Sheep for Range," C.
H. Raghutd, Port Benton; "What It
Costs to Run Sheep Twelve Months,"
H. C. Ewlng, Great Falls; "Alfalfa
Growing and Winter Feeding of
Sheep," I. D. McDonnell, Billings;
"Comparative Prices for Shearing," J,
D. Holllday, Galveston, Texas; "What
Shall we do for the National Wool
Growers' Association?" T. C. Power,
Helena. .'!
.
o
v
WILL NOT STRIKE.

and

IN NEBRASKA

THE HOT WAVE

attracted their .attention. A further
search revealed the wanted man. He
ST. LOUIS, July 25. Thirteen perI was
huddled up in a corner feigning
NEW YORKJuly 25. Wall street
sons
were injured, one probably fatal
The slick young man, who under the sieep 0n top of the roof, behind some
began business today with much anxiIn
'rubbish.
a collision tjbday between cars
his
arrest
coolly
He
took
ly,
for
pretense of ordering supplies ;
ety. Yesterday's two failures and fears
disturb
not
to
officers
on
the
asked
and
Heights and Fourth street
Compton
or
one
Bros.'
worked
circus
Ringling
of more to come had worked the street
hl
lines. Transit Ignorance of the crosslumb,f V
two Las Vegas merchants and failed
Officer Greet put the nippers on him to a nervous tension. The attendance
ing by a new motorman caused the
to work a number more whom he ap- - ftnd tQok h,m tQ the gtatlon noU8e.
on the floor of the exchange was unGeo. A. Bernle, aged sixty-fiv- e
accident.
a
to
come
usual
for
emotion.
has
Saturday.
great grief Inj Tne man betrayed little
proached,
most serlouBly hurt. He
was
the
were
In
London
El Paso. Here, the fakir gave the Tnere wfts considerable excitement in Prices for Americans
was
injured. His shoulder
to
Internally
and
name of Frank Sands, there he sailed' tne hotel during the search. Ep
better
helped
impart
generally
was
and he was cut about
dislocated
at
the
seadiness to the local market
the appellation of A. D. Primmanager of the Swift
jeythe
arms.
and
head
to
the
were
not
to
Geo.
up
but
here
a
to
hotel
brother
be
of
the
on
outside
opening,
claiming
gains
the
pany, was
Primrose, the world's prince of min- - watching the windows and the whole those made in London. No additional
HUTCHINSON, Kans., July ,25.
information concerning the affairs of
strel performers. The man of sun- - Iorce wa8 on the lookout for the
Twelve persona were Injured, two fanames and shady achievements is
on various Talbot J. Taylor & Co., and W. L. Stow
were
several
persons
prjt
tally, In a wreck of the Santa Fe and
now in Jail in the Pass City charged 8iQes 0( the house and every now and & Co., were obtainable this morning,
at
the Missouri Pacific northbound train,
were
both
firms
of
down
merchants
with bilking easy
tnen an officer would look out of the Clerical forces
at the Junction west of this city towork examining the books, assisted by
there out of certain sums of valuable win(i0w, asking if he had been seen.
Both trains were running behind
The
latest
accountants.
reports
art
day.
fellow
collateral.
tried his
The
expert
schedule time and neither knew of
in every important town from Seattle,
place liabilities of Taylor & Co. at not
Retirement of General Davit.
the approach of the other. The Mis
millions. James R.
Washington to Denver. Being comWASHINGTON, D. C, July 25. Ma- less than three
of Taylor
Pacific train wai just crossing
offlce
souri
at
the
also
was
to leave the Colorado capital on
Keene
pelled
.
. .,
.
, . T , jor General George W. Davis, com- & Company all the morning, but denied Government Bookbinder Will Not' the Santa Fe tracks when the San
the division of the Philip-temp- himself to all Interviews. The assignee
Antagonize the Executive.
ta Fe train came around the bend at
Vegas, but the notoriety of his at- - j mending
a tremendous speed. The heavy mohad preceded him. He went pines, will be placed on the retired of Stow & Co. said that he would be
25. The gul crashed into the rear cars of the
WASHINGTON,
July
farther an fared worse. In Socorro, list tomorrow by operation of the age, unable to file even an apportlonate
though he didn't do so badly. There limit. Several important changes and schedule of the assets and liabilities Bookbinders' union which has been Missouri Pacific, piling them, and th
of W. A. Santa Fe locomotive and both bag
be signed contracts for supplies for promotions among high army officers before Monday. The market became fighting the
.
Miller, the assistant foreman In the gage ears Into the ditch. All of those
the circus under the name of A. D. follow as a consequence of his retire-Rose- stronger generally in the last hour.
"
government printing office, who was Injured were on the Missouri Pacific
j nuent and the eventful result will be to
'
expulsion train. Doctors have gone to the
One of the Socorro contracts was place Brigadier General Leonard Wood
NEW YORK, July 25. The market dismissed because of bl
with Jose Vigil to post bills; another in command of the Philippines In a is still nervous and prices average a from the union and later ordered to be scene and the injured are being con
under executive order, has veyed to hospital.
There
was with P. N. Yunker to furnish a short time. The retirement of General littin lower than last night
'
O"
site for the ''circus and feed a number Davis places Major General James F. are still fears of failures hanging over abandoned any intention of walking
New York Money.
of employes; one was with Harry Wade in command of the Philippines the market and some liquidation of out In case Miller resumes work. This
NEW YORK, July 25. Prime mer
May to furnish teams and wagons for and promotes Brigadier General Sam-'th- e loans U going on. Monday' clearances )s the situation today. A committee
"3.'
advance bill posters, who would ar- - uel 8. Sumner to the vacancy in the should be the cruel! test. It there of book binders was in eonfrnce to- cantile paper, 5
rive July 23; another was with May & 'grade of
Money on call nominal; silver Z6.
of importance day, but they announced that there
axe further failure
o to furnish feed, and another al Wade Is now second In commond lower prices may be reached. We was nothing to give out at present.
'
Hot Weather In Nebraska.
was with Hill & Fisher to furnish beef. in the archipelago, and Sumner Is feel, however, that whatever the con- They assert their confidence that the
'
OMAHA. July 25. Extreme hot
The plan of the fakir was to get next to Wade. Both these veteran
ditions are Monday it will be a good matter will be adjusted satisfactorily
for supplies and then say that fleers have been in the Philippines day to buy stocks. The public is com- and that on account of new charges weather prevails throughout the
The
have been filed, Miller will be'ern half of Nebraska today.
the circus was used to paying more, for nearly three years, Sumner having ing into the market freely and are refrom the service.
The proposition was then made to ad-- 1 had service In China under Chaffe
temperature was 95 at Omaha at 11
lieving Wall street of a good load. dropped
o'clock, A number of town report hot
the price and make a divy on fore going to the islands. In recognl-th- e The bank statement we regard as favadvance. The fakir always gladly tion of their long service Wade is to orable. We advise buying good divCopper Unchanged.
(winds and fears are expressed that
NEW YORK, July 25. Copper and j they will seriously affect the growing
accepted his part of the dlvy in cash be brought home and assigned to the idend paying railroad stocks at this
lead quiet, unchanged.
(corn crops.
leaving the merchant to collect the command of the department. The point. Total sales 460,000.
o
whole amount from the circus when!8ame course will be followed in the
o
The Reformed Party.
the supplies were delivered.
TOMBSTONE TORNADO.
case of Sumner, thus leaving General
Extra Session to Close.
25. The
Colo., July
The young man started in on his wood the senior military officer and in
DENVER,
Is
25.
There
DENVER, Colo., July
In
movement
combine
succeeded
to
and
the
Paso
El
in
Terrific
populists,
Gale
C!Oud
campaign
Accompanied by
supreme command,
every Indication that the extra session
Blmetalllsts, Socialists and other eleworking Fenchler Bros, for a small
with the retirement of General
j will come to an end tonight and there
burst Carrie Death and DestrucInto a national political organiments
Other merchants declined to VjB tne world loses one of its ablest will De a supplementary can ior a
tion in Its Path.
zation promises to receive a new im
make any divy on the price of supplies. an(j moBt honorable and useful ser-I-t session to consider the eight hour law
was a Las Vegas man who exposed vat8. His cares, covering more than or anything else.
petus at the conference to be held In
The conference
PRESCOTT, July 25. A terrific tor-- .
Denver early In the coming week.
the deal. He had seen the fakir here forly years.has been full of honors and committee reported to both houses this nado visited Tombstone
and Fairbanks
of the movement predict large
and reported him to the El Paso po- - credit, and few officers of the army morning that an agreement was reach-- j
Leaders
last night and although reports are
lice.
Some of those who have
attendance.
have served the flag In more widely- - ed late last night. This will be adopt- tneager it Is
thought that many who
The story of the arrest is Interest- - separated localities. He first entered ed Just as soon as some formal acts
their
signified
sympathy with the alms
were caught In the path of the storm
The man registered at Hotel the service as a quartermaster-ser-AngeluIng.
are disposed of and the session will must have perished. The wires are and objects of the new party are Geo.
Claras A. D. Primrose of New geant 0f tho ilth Connecticut volun-Yor- then come to an end.
all down and the first reports of the Fred William, of Massachusetts,
S. Darrow of Chicago, former
He was exceedingly nervous teer8 Nov 27, 1861, and advanced
storm reached here last night when ence
and seemed to be Impressed with his through various grades to that of
n
Recovering Bodies of Hanna Miner. the linemen succeeded In stringing a Governor Poynter of Nebraska, and
i865
importance to a considerable de- j0P
He entered the regular
HANNA, Wyo., July 25. The work wire to Benson.
The storm broke Edward Atkinson, president of the An
a
gree. He claimed to be a brother of army
In 1867, of recovering the bodies of Hanna about 8 o'clock In the
League.
o(
infantry
evening, a termin- O1
George Primrose, the
wag promoted t0 colonel In 1899 and to miner Is progressing uninterruptedly. rific
clouda
accompanied
gale,
by
strel star, and the representative of brigadier-genera- !
Consecration
of
In 1901, having serv-th- e Twenty bodies have been taken out
Bishop Colton.
burst, sweeping everything before It
NEW YORK, July 25. The ceremo
...
Forepaugb & Sells Brothers' big ed ag a brigadier general of volunteers since last evening, making
in
u
ill
uon
y
twiwrnwiMi
gioni
railroad shows. He was their advance aurlnf. the oDanlsh w atul
nies attending tbe consecration of
of the 269 victims recovered since the tne lug
valley, unroonng houses and burloommlsary agent and, after asking for pointed governor-genera- l
of Porto explosion of June SO.
debris broadcast. Then came the Rev. Charles H. Colton a Bishop of
ing
o
Maj. Ammon Barnes, the proprietor, R)c0
water roaring down the canyon and Buffalo In St. Patrick' cathedral thla
A City In Pawn.
spread out his credentials and conw
when the storm finally subsided the morning were of a most Impreslve na
tracts on the offlce desk. He refused
will Play In England,
BERLIN, July 25. Tomorrow will, . town of Fairbanks was under six feet ture. The cathedral was crowded to
to do business with the chief clerk,
NEW yoRKf
25.wiley C. occur the strange ceremony of taking of water in many places and the In-- I lt utmost capacity with the molt
He showed his Elks 0rant mi
CoL Kinkald.
Lfl noy llo,(Jerg of out of pawn a city of importance.
The habitants had fled to the hillsides for prominent Roman Catholics of this
pin to Maj. Barnes and played the the ,ndoor and BOUthern lawn tenils city is Wlsmar on the German coast
city and vicinity, together with fi
safety.
brotherly act at once.
championships in doubles, sail for Eng. of the Baltic sea. Being hard pressed
delegation from the dioreso of
large
At
came
down
Tombstone
water
the
The bell jand toda . . th DurlM.gfl of omnpt. for funds In 1803
All seemed to go well.
Sweden, the owner of In sheet and In many places the In- Buffalo,
tickets
boys, in the hope of promised
ing , gome of the cljlmp,on(Wp the city of Wlsmar, pawned It to the habitants were compelled to flee to
The ceremony was conducted by
to the big show, were as polite as a tournaments in tho British Isles,
j Mecklenburg-Schwerlfor 1 ,258,000 higher ground. In the valley below Archbishop Farley, who was assisteJ
;
could-the
porters
basket of chips, and
They w
North relchsthaler. With the city went the .'and above Fairbanks ranch houses by Bishops McQuaide, of Rochester,
plajr flrgt Jn
n't do enough for the advance agent. gcotland championship
tournament, district of Poel and Neukloster, both were washed a,way and as ranchers and McDonnell, of Brooklyn. Other
' on
He next won the heart of the negro after wl)cn Gnnt w
the German territory. The city
defen(,
It
Is prominent priest and prelates were
not been beard from
barber, and soon many of the employes challenge cup which he won last year, ,was to be redeemed In 100 years for (have
that they and their families In attendance from various parts of
thought
were his abject slaves.
and whch mugt b (gken lhree t,meg the sum loaned, plus 3 per cent. Interas the water New York, New Jersey and New Eng, may have been drowned
This was the tale of yesterday, when bnfore It becomes the
est. This now amounts to a matter came
of
the
property
down
the
valley like a land. The sermon was preached by
roaring
Mr. Primrose was a man of means. To- - contestant.
of $23,000,000. As the sum Is large and" great tidal wave and without warning. Bishop McFeul of Trenton.
p
make-uof
bis
day a different side
as Germany would look with
FoI,owlng these matches they
much Tracks of both railroad lines between
At the conclusion of the ceremonies
presented.
pect to go to Scarborough, England. disfavor on Sweden's possession of a Tombstone and Benson were washeJ many costly present were bestowed
of
Police
Chief
Early in the morning
and then , BriRhton, bringing their part of her territory, the city will be away and all traffic has been blocked. upon the newly consecrated bishop.
Wootton received from Fred Fenchler trlp to a cIoge at
EagtDOurne( where formally transferred to the loaning In Its Intensity and fury It was the These Included a set of gold mitres
a telegram, sent to the latter from the competition for the. South
England duchy.
worst storm that ever visited this from the alumni of Troy Seminary,
east.1 asking that the police arrest and
championship is held,
section of the country. Prompt meas- where Father Colton studied; a costly
one
Instructions
further
hold for
Cotton Crop May B Still Larger.
0
ures were Immediately taken at Ben- gold crozler from St. Stephen's parish,
A great manv neonl
George Primrose, wno purponea w e
are aalclfiff
D. C. July 25. In son and Blsbee to relieve the storm and an Episcopal
WASHINGTON,
ring from the schoolOn
informathis
advance
their
agent
thege dayg what all the nols- - In the spite of prediction
from the south sufferers at Fairbanks. It Is thought children of hi old parish.
were
tion, Officer Greet and Franco
that cotton cultivation In the south Is that the Southern Pacific may be able
opera hougo Jg abont eTCy BgM
Rt. Rev. Charles II. Colton, the new
tent to the Hotel Angelus with a war- - for the benefit of the curious we will diminishing and that ravage of the to
train
of Buffalo, was born In New
tonight.
Bishop
through
get
rant for Primrose' arrest.
gfate ,nat lt , onIy A T,M 8teer Mexican rotton-bol- l
weevil and the
York city In 1884. He was graduated
o
About 8:30 a mewage was sent op to company rehearsing for the play whlf h lack of
necessary labor will prevent
An appetite for liquor beat an um- from St. Xavler' college In tbe claa
the man' room, No. 44, Informing ukeg pJace next Wednesday
the cotton output from ever again brella for keeping tome men dry.
night
of 1873, and waa ordained a priest at
Kep-und-
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NO. 222.

EVENING, JULY 25, 1903.

reaching its former figures, information gathered at the Department of
Agriculture shows the officials of the
department whose work it is to study
cotton conditions, are of the opinion
that cotton growing has not yet reached its zenith. In speaking of the future
prospects of the cotton crop johnfSanta Fe Passenger
Hyde, statistician of the department,
Into Missouri

him that a gentleman would like to
The hunted man
gee Mr. Primrose.
grew wise, and sent word that he
would come down at once. The officers waited ten minutes and then
went up to the man's room. They
found that their bird had flown. The
room was In the second story of the
The Opening of the Stock Marbuilding, facing the railroad tracks,
offon the southeast corner, and the
ket Monday the Crucial
icers watched it for him to come out
Period
No one appearing, they began a
hotel.
the
of
Every
search
systematic
room was gone through. Then the officers searched the sun parlor. Maj.
BE
Barnes assisted them, as a watch had MAY
been reported missing by one of the
guests and Primrose was suspected
of taking it. It was known that he
Itoriic of Entombed Miners Xow
had been out late and had retired at
'
Iking Taken from tin Han-n- a
about 1a.m.
Aline.
After all the roonw had been gone
through in vain, Officer Greet suggested a search of the roof garden. They
went through it' thoroughly and were C0LO.EXTRASESSI0NTOCLOSE
about to quit when a noise on the roof

jPTSO

.'..

St. Joseph's Seminary in Troy in 1876.
His first pastorate was at St. Stephen's, New York city, as assistant to
the late Dr. McGlynn. Father Colton
remained at St. Stephen's until 1886,
when he was sent to Port Chester, but
the year following, when Dr.
difficulties threw St. Stephen's parish into a turmoil and resulted
In his excommunication. Father Colton was recalled, and was entrusted
with the difficult task of building up
a harmonious spirit in the parlBh and
at the same time wiping out a threat
ening dbt The result of a few years
work was that St. Stephen's parish
was reunited, the debt was cleared
from the church, and St. Stephen's
School was established as one of the
strongest of it kind In New York. By
this service Father Colton won the
highest esteem in ecclestlastlcal circles, and In 1898 Archlshop Corrlgan
made him Chancellor of the diocese,
to succeed Mgr. Mooney, when the lat
ter became vicar general.
The Diocese of Buffalo, to which
Bishop Colton has been elevated, was
established In 1847. It has an area
of nearly 7,000 square miles. The esti
mated Catholic population Is 171,000,
end there are In the diocese 243
priests, 150 churches, 73 parish schools
and 23.659 scholars.
,

FRATERNAL UNION DANCE.
ONE OF THE MOST CHARMING
SOCIAL. AFFAIRS OF THE YEAR.
Montezuma Casino, Seen of Many a
Gay Party Vocal With th Happy
Revslry of a Congenial Throng.
One of the most successful social
events of the season was the F. U, of
A. ball, given at the Montezuma Ca
sino last evening under the auspice
of the local lodge of that progressive
and enterprising order. The ball was
a splendid success socially and financially. Over 80 couples of tbe repre- senlative people of tbe city were In
attendance and a thoroughly good
time was enjoyed by all. Especial
thanks are due tbe committee on arrangement, also the street car company for the excellent car service
rendered, A good supper was served
by Manager Talbot of the Montezuma
In the large dining roam of tbe hotel.
(The music wa furnished by Ebler'a
famous orchestra. A well arranged
program of dances wa put Into effect
under the capable direction of Saul
Rosenthal, than whom no man I more
capable for such Important duty. One
of the guests wa beard to remark that
the weather man must be a member of
the Fraternal Union, as be bad sent
an uncommonly fine specimen of a
night The evening was the coolest of
the month and the sky was cloudless.
The big casino hall presented such
a scene of brilliancy and gaiety as
would have delighted the heart of a
misanthrope. The congeniality of the
affair was complete. It was bard to
to a
bring such an Ideal evening
close. But the "bouts of linked
sweetness" could not be Interminably
drawn out The first faint fluBh of the
sunrise had begun to tint the eastern
mesa with rose and pink, when the
lights of the ball room went out and
the tired merry maker boarded the
cars for the city.
Why Not be a Maccabse.
W. E. Smith, Sir Knight commander
of Alamosa Lodge No, 623, of the
Knights of the Maccabees, Alamosa,
Colo., I living In the city. Associate
ed with a number of kindred spirits,
be Is extremely anxious to organize
a lodge of the order here. A number
of advantage of the Maccabee order
are urged, Protection for the living
a well as for the families of deceased

member, absolute
of assessment

equality, a rate

that never rise,

no

fun-

OVER
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Lying in State of the Kemaixg
of the Late Pope Now at
An End

LAST

PREPARATIONS

Eighty Thousand People Have-Viwed the Remain of the
Departed Pontiff.

t

TO XBE

INTERRED 'TONIGHT

ROME, July 85. On tbe troke of
midday, a tbe noon gun of the ca.
tie was fired, the lying in tate of the
body of Pope Leo XIII cam quietly
to an end and those few who still lingered at the gate of tbe chapel of
sacrament in St. Peters, were ordered
to. leave and some two or three hunCardinal
dred persons. Including
Goozels, who arlved from Mechlin Just
In time passed slowly out of StPeter'
Into the sunlit plana and the world's
last farewell to the great pope wa
over. Ten minute later the Italian
Infantry and Gendarmes poured out of
the Basilica and lined up on the step
The outer
In an Imposing array.'
gate were then closed and tbe body
of the late pope was left to tbe tender care of those who had watched by
m UUIV, tun yic- VlCO A.U1. in Bl
paration for this evening' interment
were Immediately commenced. , It (

estimated that about
passed the Catafalque.

80,000

people

o
Her
thmed Win.
Chart
26. Britain
NEW YORK, July
Derby stake of $10,000 Charles
won by ten lengths; Slave second y a length; Rlgoden third. Time
1:05. .
o
Turkish Crater Launched.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa., July 15. Th
protected cruiser, "MedJIa," fctTi
El-wo-

.

itf
tor the

t

Turkish governmi'Jt
CX
launched
. successfully
:

Cramps, wa
today. :

o

Gallup Brlquatt Plant Destroy.
GALLUP, N. M., July 26. --The extensive briquette plant of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company at this place
wa totally deatroyed by fire at about
7 o'clock
evening. No one waa
,

It

injured but the entire plant with all
It contained wa devoured
the
by
flames. The Are wa a very hot one
owing to the great amount of coal
slack In the building, the latter being
used (n the manufacture of the briquettes.

,

,

i

Banner For New Mexico.
Mr, and Mr. J. E. Wood, who were
at the bead of the New Mexico delegation to the Christian Endeavor convention held recently In Denver, have
returned to Santa Fe. They brought
with them the banner presented to
thla territory for making the greatest
gain of any state during the put
year. Tbe banner Is of satin and silk,
made In Japan, and is extremely handsome. It will be presented to the society that made the largest gain during tbe year which In the present Instance, Is the Lake Valley society.
The gain for New Mexico was 34 per
cent, and includes tbe qrgfnliatloa of
fifteen societies. Thla 1 indeed a Tory
creditable showing and the officer of
the Christian Endeavor society In this
territory can point with' pardonable
pride to tbe work of Its members dur-

eral assessment, no per capita tax, a
h
of the Insurance ing the past year.
payment of
premium when the subject la either
Wisconsin Catholics Organise
totally disabled Or has arrived at the
MILWAUKEE. July 26. Delegate
age of seventy year. A greater volume of new business than In the case representing various Catholic societies
of any other order In the world. of Wisconsin are arriving In MilwauPrompt payment of death claims. Tie kee for the convention to be held tocost of Jolplng the order Is $7.25. If morrow, when a slate organisation will
anyone wishes further Information Mr. be formed a a branch of the AmeriSmith, 623 Railroad avenue, or Tho. can Federation of Catbolle Societies.
niauveit will be pleased to furnish It. District organisation have already
been formed In six counties and It la
Miners Return to Work.
hoped to extend the movement ill
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., July 25.-over the state in tbe near future.
was received at the headquarTomorrow's
convention wn opes
ters of the United mine workers to- with the celebration of
pontifical high
day that the miners of District No. 20 mas In St. John's
Bishop
cathedral,
ol Alabama, will return to work MonMessmer of Oreen Bay, being the
day, pending the settlement of their celebrant Aside from the
completion
wage scale by arbitration. The miners of the state federation the convention
on
work
quit
July 13th. Twelve thous- will elect delegate to th annual
and men are effected.
meeting of the American Federation of
Catholic Societies, which is to be held
Two hundred thousand dollar' damtwo weeks hence In Atlantic City.
age has been done to Dr. Webb's preserve In the Adirondack
A good Sunday dinner at Th
by recent
forest fire. No Insurance.
1Model" on Railroad avean.
one-tent-

,
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CSTATUSHCD l7e.
another black accordion plaited mous- line flounce with a full ruche at it
edges. A flat bat of black point d'e
TjHLEC- sprit and tulle, shirded, and trimmed
s
with cream lace and pink
completes the toilet.
One of the prettiest dresses of the
season is carried out In cornflower
blue silk mul! of inaxpensiv quality.
LAS VEGAS. N. M.
The bodice Is made over a fitted lining
of blue lawn and shirred back and
-an irregular
CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- front to accommodate
shaped yoke. Strips of lace and bands
of the mousllne compose the yoke and JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
these are Joined together by means of
A. B. SMITH, VicePresident
French knots placed very close togeth
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
er. Below the shirring at the front
on either side of the palited vesta are
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
large fanciful designs executed in
cream white lace.
A GEMRAL BLKLG
TRANSACTED
The skirt is shirred over the hips,
then twice again, the lower row exLWERESTfPAID OX TIME DEPOSITS
tending around the knees. At the bottom it falls In graceful folds to tbe
The sleeves
floor with a demi-traiISSUE DOMESTIC AND F0RE16NCEXCHANGE
are tucked a few inches below the
elbows
the
at
then
shoulders,
again
and finished below in a deep puff shir
ADVERTISED IETTER8.
County Institute For Teachers.
red above the lace cuffs which comIn accordance with section 1612 of
leter list for week ending
Advertised
pletes It, 5 A fine white straw with
;
the compiled school law of New Mexibroad brim Is worn with the dress, July 24th, 1903.
Dolfa.
co, there will be held In Las Vegas,
Archlbeque,
an
immense
Its only decoration is
commencing August 17th, 1903, and
Bates, John h.
blue plume that is laid straight across
Francisco.
Albarado,
continuing two weeks the San Miguel
brim.
crown
to
the
curl
the
uuir
county institute for teachers.
Cabb, W. A.
Some of the summer weight wool
No teacher will be allowed to
Chabes, Abellna.
frocks are so close fitting as to be alteach
in San Miguel county, who does
B.
O,
Crockett,
most princesse in effect. They renot possess a certificate of attend
Willis.
Desborougb,
with
a
but
what,
quire
perfect figure,
ance upon some county or city normal
Duran, Felipe.
physical culture, specially fitted corInstitute, or summer school held with'
Ellis, A. C.
sets and pads, the woman who cannot
in the year or who has an approved
Crespln,
Esquibel,
bring her figure up to the requireexcuse for not attending.
Rletcher, Mr.
ments of fashion is Indeed lacking in
The fee for each teacher ts one dolOarsia, Dabla.
ingenuity,
which is the lowest amount allow
lar
R.
L.
Hayes,
is used
Twine color canvass
rose-bud-

,11

s r ix

2Jc per Pound.
GRAAF &AYWARD,
GROCERS,
BUTCHERS

uA BAKE V- -

NEW YORK FASHIONS.
MANY DAINTY DEVICES FOR THE
LATE IN THE SEASON SUMMER GIRL.
Nice Word for Bordered Lawn.
Hard to Qst Away from Elaborate

torn

Detail.
NEW

MuoB

YORK, July
la welt advanced

the
there ore

many beautiful novelties with which
Ue summer girl may replenish Iter
wardrobe. Less expensive designs are
elected no, because there will be only a short time to wear them, and It
Is unsafe to calculate upon holding
there over (or next 3eaH0i on account
of the uncertainty &t making over,
This season ft has been almost next
to impossible to do over last year's
frock, for although they were pretty,
they are Utile less than archaic now.
A fabric which will be apropos late
In the season, however, is shantung.
This la very desirable In natural color
shot with oblong dots of deep red,
blue and green. "
Quite ah effective skirt of this mate
rial has the fullness taken up In tiny
tucks around the hips and is close fitting to the knees where it flares Into
a graduated ruffle. Above too hem of
the flounce medallions of cream lace
are appllqued and over these are de
signs of white lace of different Variety. Where the foundation medallion,
, aa it were, extends beyond the upper
one, the designed Is atitched with pale
blue and navy silk threads to gain a
complicated, but very elegant effect,
The same idea is carted out on the
iodlce, which has a round yoke below
whlru it is shirred back and front
The sleeved are trimmed In the same
way at the shoulders and below the
elbow where the pig puffs hangs there
are Inset the cream and white lace ap
pliques with the stlk stitching.
Laco continues to he a favorite
trimming, but the select fancy in
dines toward the renaissance effects,
These allow almost ultlmated variety
for many of the patterns are made
from my lady's own designs and are
necessarily exclusive. Linen dresses
have applllques of the heavy braids,
while the dtivhea and honlton braids
are used for organdies, mulls and

First national Bank,

motisllncs.
It Is noticeable that some form
of embroidery is almost invariably
combined with the lace trimming. For
Instance, with the coarser braid me
dallions French knots or petit pols are
used to outline an entirely distinct
design, though all Is Interwoven In
the lace. There im not a very decided
contrast of coloring between embrold
ery and lace Just enough difference
to differentiate between the designs

.

of the two.
A farlc which sets off to' advantage
the cream and white lace trimmings
Is black dotted sulsse. The very fine
or plnheads are eonsodered the most
chle. An elegant gown Is carried out
In this material. The bodice has a
olid yoke of heavy lace with liberty
tin ribbon run through the meshes,
balf way from neck to the bust line,
and tied in front with ends that droop
to any deolred length, though In this
Instance they reached only to the
waistline. From the yoke there falls
a deep bertha ruffle of sulsse cut to
bang in deep points, one over each
shoulder, extending down the arm
nearly to the elbows. There Is ons
deep point in the back while twoadorn
I he front
This ruffle is edged with
fold Joined to the bertha
a two-Incproper by finer black silk fsggottlng.
There In a shaped girdle which is
laid In folds and slipped through narrow Jot slides. The fullness of the
bodice is shirred on eor.ls over the
blps and the sleeves are shirred on
similar cords above and below the
elbows.
The skirt, wllrb ts shirred over
the blps, is Onioned with two deep
ounces, each starting from three
cord and each edged with a deep
fold Joined by black fagoting to the
ruffles. Under the lower flounco Is

Tealy, James, (2).
Johnson, Virgil.
Joseph,

tor an afternoon dress that almost
hugs the figure. Four narrow box
plaits pressed, but not stitched in, extend from the neck to the hem of tbe
scantily trailing skfrt In the front of
the bodice which blouses a little there
are also four box plaits divided in sections, two each side of a centre panel
e
composed of
picket pointed
tabs of the twine colored canvass
inch-wid-

stitched flat. This panel extends to
tbe gown's hem as do the picket pointed tsbs.
Upon the upper portion of the
sleeves there appears a like decoration, the tabs extending from the
shoulders to the elbows with box
plaits on each side. These latter are
released at the elbows to form sagging
puffs. The cuffs and stock are of the
calvasa cloth embroidered in lace and
fine silk braid.
It seems extremely hard to get away
from elaborate details this year .If
tbe gown is simple, there must be
some little accessory sufficiently dec
orative to break Us severity, A de
lightful little accompaniment for a
thin gown is one of the fluffy pelerines. Black taffeta forms the foundation for an effective design. It has a
cape which falls to the elbows, and
long stole ends. Cluoy lace borders
the taffeta and forma a round collar,
from which descend at intervals pend
ants of while linen fringe., Two large
enamelled buttons furnish a touch of
color at the throat. The stole ends
are finished with heavy black silk
fringe. To soften the edges of the
pelerine, taffeta being a hard, stiff ma
terial, a narrow frill of chiffon Is ar
ranged under the lace border.
Just a word must be said in praise
These are
of the bordered lawns.
made to meet tbe demand for Persian
effects that has been so great this sea
son. In most cases natural, ,wlne
and biscuit are the shades selected, for
these lawns and the borders for skirt
and bodice are in red, green, blue
and deep brown mixtures In the most
beautiful perslan effects. The dresses
come ready to fit, are Inexpensive and
make beautiful shirt waist suits esdesigns
pecially. The embroidered
are more elaborate and Japanese lawn
of high lustre from the foundation for
the hand work put upon them. They
take the place of the shirt waist dress
flclsl changes will take place In the
any occasion that calls for the pret-

tiest frills and furbelow.
MAUDE oniFFIN.

Triumph of American Skill.
Havana can well congratulate her
self on the fact that only three cases
of yellow fever entered her harbor
this year, and one of those came because bis word was accepted by a Cuban physician without making an investigation. Cuba, so far as its health
ts concerned. Is now on a par with
northern countries. It will be for
tunate If tbe good record Is maintained. Philadelphia Press.
Civs the Old Men a Chance.
great wave of gratitude will go
up to President Roosevlt from a vast
concourse of elders for the order is
sued by htm eliminating old age as a
as
for employment
disqualification
laborers In the government service.
Give the old men a chance; the young
men will take care of themselves.
Kansas City Star.
A

o
Tho people who are slow but sure,
About their motto prate;
But though the prire they msy sccur
It comes to them too late.

.

'

t

Minnie.
Llghtbody, J. W.
Long, Fannie V.
Lopes, Mona.
Martinez, Jinabeba.
Merrill, E. 8.
Murphy, A. P.
Montoya, Jose M.
Montoya, Merced.
Nile, Simon.
Perrln, William, (2).
Padla, Santiago.
Provenclo, Ellas.
Fadllla, Tonlta.
Qulntana, Santiago.

man or woman In the state will
hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets after once
trying them. They always produce
a pleasant movement of the bowels,
Improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all drug
No

Rosenthaler, Nathan.
Rlball, Fransisquila.
Renfran, J. E.
Sena, Juanlta.
Stllwell,

ed by law.
I have secured as conductor of the
Institute Miss Maggie J. Bucher, who
is a member of 'the county examining
board of education.
Miss Bucher has had a long ex
perience in institute and public school
work, and will give instruction in all
subjects for first, second and third
grade certificates.
At the close of tbe Institute the reg
ular teacher's examination will be
given, due notice of which will appear
in the English and Spanish papers.
JESUS Ma. QUINT ANA,
Supt. of Schools, San Miguel County,
New Mexico.
lw for 4w

Chas. N.

Ullvarrl, Margarlto.
....
Walsh, Mike.
gists.
'
Wills, Charles.
. It I
lust 1tka woman when she
Maxwell, Luther.
Is
talking to a man over the phone to
Anyone calling for the abev letters
whisper to htm so "central" can't
will please say "advertised."
hear.
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.

JOHN YORK'S

101

Bridge
Street.

A

No Pity 8hown.

"For years fate was after me con
tinuously" writes F. A. Oulledge, Ver
bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case of
Piles causing 24 tumors. When all
failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
me. Equally good for Burns and all
aches and pains. Only 2!c at all
Druggists.

It is a girl that slips through a
By tbe time an afternoon tea party man's fingers Just when he thinks he
Is through with a good woman's has caught ber that be keeps on try
reputation It looks as If It belonged to ing to catch.
a problem play.
Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohea.
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
"About six years ago for the first
A box of old coins supposed to have time in my life I had a sudden and
teen burled by the Tories during the severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
"I
revolutionary period was recently un- Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
earthed by laborers working on one got temporary relief but It came back
of the eastern railroads, but as the again and again, and for six long
more misery and
coins were about two centuries old years I
they would probably have no more agaony than I can tell. It was worse
vale today than many of the remedies than death. My husband spent hun
compounded for stomach, liver and dreds of dollars for physicians' pres
bowel disorders. It Is therefore neces criptions and treatment without avail.
sary, if you want to recover your Finally we moved to Bosque county,
health, to be careful in the selection of our present home, and one day I hap
a medicine that will restore the appe pened to see an advertisement of
tite, purify the blood and cure head- Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
ache, indigestion, dyspepsia, constipa- arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
tion or liver and kidney troubles. You a man who had been cured by It. The
will make no mistake if you will try case was so similar to my own that
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because t concluded to try the remedy.The reIt will positively cure these diseases.
I could , hardly
Hundreds of people have voluntarily sult was wonderful.
testified to this fact during the past realize that I was well again, or be
lieve it could be so after having suf
fifty years.
fered so long, but that one bottle of
Dixie Gives a Hint
medicine, costing but a few cents,
The lynching of a white man by a cured me." For sale
by all druggists.
white mob in tbe south may possibly
be Intended to show us that the genThe skeleton mat every man thinks
erous but impulsive people of Dixie be keeps safely bidden In tbe closet
are not influenced by race prejudice, at home walks along the street behind
hut It would be much the better plan bim, grinning over bis shoulder at all
If they would overcome the lynching his friends.
Inter
habit
altogether. Chicago
Ocean.
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Druggist
and

.

Bookseller.

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware
Wall Paper,

Sherwln-William-

Las Vegas

Lag,rQiQ3lo
Chaffin
& Duncan,

Sixih Street, Between Grand sad R. R. Avenues

s'

c,
Pakit, Varnishes, Enamels,
Elatertte Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Jap-a-la-

awe mimM.
EADQUARTERS....
Ommm Omy
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Dulling Papers.

B.

ESTIMATES

FURNISHED.
Bole

PHONE
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LAS VCOAS, M.
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77
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Mutua
.OP.

Hmtlmnml Awm,

PORT1VAND, ME.
(Imcorpokatbd

The Lds

Veas Telep'o

Co.

LINCOLN AVENUE.
Electric Poor Bells. Annunciators,
Burglar Alarms, and Private Telephones at Reasonable Kates.
EXCHANGE RATESZV
Orrios: gM Der Annum
Bssimuics; Hi per Annum

Jk'EOAS.

CO.. Prop,
--xCsitise and Servke
best to be had
Agents for Green Rlrer.Old Crow,

I

ft
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RESTAURANT

P. FORSYTHE

Eugewood and Sherwood Bye
Whiskies.
Ksntas City Steaks,
Fish asd Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.
Muium'g Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue tnd Center Street

17000.

COAL AND

I

1848.)

The only insurance company operating nnder a state law ol
providing for extended insurance In case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages,

G. H. A DAMN. Manaser.v
r

Mew Mexico Arizona

ft. M

and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

f
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ULTRA"
SHOE for Women
PRICE:$3.50 for Shoes.
3
$3.00 for Oxfords.

e

No Better Shoe Made,
Few So Good
Fully as Good as Any
Five Dollar Shoe.
Our Stock

2 to

Complete-Si- zes

7ii

Widths A to EE.

Every Pair ol "ULTRAS" .
Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

TRY A PAIR.

f

IV .F. NOLAN

at

Crockett Block

have-suffere-

..PARLOR BARBER SHOP..
LAND SCRIP.
CENTER STREET
land
use
of
By the
scrip
title can be obtained to government
. . DUST CLASS WORKMEN
land without cultivation or residence
10. L. OSEOMY, fm.
thereon. All you need to do Is to give msosmms
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest By
reason of the exhaustion of the supply
which has been quite limited the price
Wholesale asa Retail Dealer la
Is advancing. We have a small amount
AZD FZZD
ISAY,
yet on hand to sell, that Is fully guarIn
real estate, Security Stock and Ponltry Fosd
anteed. We also deal
loans and Investments.

if vl Dilhnffy

ficcl Ecfcio afar
end Investment

;

Cholera Infantum.
This has long been regarded as one
of the most dangerous and fatal diseases to which infants are subject. It
can be cured, however, when properly
treated. All that Is necessary Is to
give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and.
Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil, as
directed with each bottle. For sale
by all druggists.

W

E. G. MURPHEY,

BUSS

cloth

cakes and pastry delivered fresh every day from

uu li

OF

WATER MELONS

la want weather when 70a can gret perfect bread, toothsone

V7CAKE?

::

SOUTH
SIDE
PLAZA.

mmmmmmammmmmmmmmmmmammmmmmmmm
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E.Rpscnwald&Son,
SOLE AGENTS.

3V
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TRACK AND TRAIN

Indian Territory about 40,000,000, and
Texas about 25,000,000. In addition to
the prospects of traffic from the!
crops, the general movement of merchandise is extremely heavy. According to Mr, Yoakum there are
absolutely no signs of a falling off in
the prosperity of the west. a
Conferring on Strike.
of the
General Manager Nudge
Santa Fe was in L Junta yesterday
and held a conference with the strikers and a committee from the board
of trade, who desire to have the strike
settled and the men back to work.
The officer of the company finally
agreed to take the men back as inThe
dividuals, but not as a body.
strikers held a meeting tonight and
They say
rejected the proposition.
they will go back aa a body or not
at all, and the matter rests.
Mr. Wilson, the vice president of the
Machinists' union, was at Pueblo and
could not get here.
He will arrive tomorrow and take
up the matter and unless some agreement can be reached an effort will be
made to call out all the men on the
The men have been very
system.
orderly and no threats have been
made. The company has shipped In
a number of men, but they refused
to go to work when the conditions
were made known to them.

1

,

Machinist Harmon is ill.
Engineer Tuggle is laying

off.

Engineer Unrig is bora de combat.
Engineer Crossen is on deck again.
Engineer Martin is back at work
Fireman Dickenson is on the sick
list.
"'
Fireman Williams has reported for
duty.

Engineer E. W. Davis has reported
for duty.
Machinist
list today.

Mansfield Is on the sick

Sam Sutter, who is employed at the
machine shops is reported ill today.

Engineer Purcell is up and doing
with a heart for any fate after a few
days' rest.
Fireman Graham who has been un
der the weather since Sunday is out

-

again today.

President Ramsey of the Wabash
announces that on August 1 some ofIt
out
found
has
Machinist Krieger
ficial charges will take place in the
is catching and is staying home for a
operating
department. Mr. A. Robday or two.
ertson, superintendent of the middle
division of the Wabash, with headquarThe boys In the machine shops are
ters at Decatur, has been given a
determined to have Machinist Johnson
promotion and he will ba ap
the
willy-nillbut
gentleman
married
of the West Virginia
necesmanager
pointed
declares that it will be at least
Central and the Western Maryland.
consent
his
secure
to
sary

d

Mr. C. L. Bret

He will succeed

Bids.
Penitemtlary
SANTA FE, N. M., July 20, 1903.
Sealed proposals will be received
by the board of New Mexico Penitentiary Commissioners at the Office of the Superintendent, until 10
o'clock a. m., on Monday, August
3rd, 1903, for furnishing and delivering at the New Mexico Penitentiary
the supplies hereinafter mentioned,
or so much thereof as the board may
deem sufficient.
Payment for said
supplies will be made in cash. Delivery of all supplies except perishable articles must be as directed by
.

In submitting bids for above supplies, bidders should write plainly on
fi
"Bids
envelope the following:
supplies for New Mexico Penitentiary," with name or names of bidder
or bidders, to avoid the opening of
same by mistake.
of New
By order of the Board
Mexico Penitentiary Commissioners.
H. O. BURSUM,
Superintendent.
the Superintendent.
Samples may be sent separately,
of all duly marked and numbered, to the
Samples will be required
articles marked with an asterisk, and Superintendent.
these should be labeled,
showing
Homestead Entry No. 5026.
name of bidder, price, etc., and must
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
be delivered to the Superintendent
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Land
said
on
9
not later than o'clock
day.
July 23, 1903.
All bids must be made strictly In
Notice ia hereby given that the folloon
accordance with the conditions
settler has filed notice
blank proposals, which will be fur- wing-named
final proof In
nished by the Superintendent on ap- of his intention to make
and
that said
of
his
claim,
support
made
plication; no' bid otherwise
proof will be made before the register
will be entertained.
N. M., on
A bond will be required from all or receiver at Santa Fe,
via:
1903..
successful bidder) for the; faithful Sept. 1st,
ASENCION CHAVES
fulfillment of contracts within ten
for the S2 SE4 NE1-4- , SE4, Sec, 9. NW
days after date of award.
4 SW 4, Sec. 10, T. 9 N., R. 13 E.
fresh beef, prime
66,000 pounds
He names the following witnesses to
quality, necks and shanks excluded.
his continuous residence upon
prove
20,000 pound flour.
and cultivation of, said land, viz:
2,000 pound beans.
Nicolas Tenorlo of Gallsteo, N. M.;
500 pound oatflakes.
Teodoro Tenorlo of Galisteo, N. M.;
500 pound evaporated peaches.
Jesus Bermudez of Galisteo, N. M.;
500 pound evaporated apples.
Tenorlo of Galltsteo, N. M.
Ignacio
500 pound prunes
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
500 pound hominy.
Register.
200 pound raisins.
20 sacks granulated sugar.
Darn the Fly! Buy your killers at
5 sacks rice.
Gehrings' Hardware Store.
10 cases roasted coffee.
10 cases laundry soap.
It doesn't require much effort to go
1 case salmon.
down hill.

Harry Moore, formerly a newspaper
man of Toledo, O.. has been appointed
head of the advertising department of
the Santa Fe in Los Angeles. He succeeds W. H. Brown, resigned. Mr.
Moore has been in General Passenger
Agent Byrne'a office since February.
Two interesting passengers came in
to El Paso from San Francisco on No.
On their backs was
8 Wednesday.
written: "To Dr. Tace, Alamogordo.
N. M." t They were the doctor's little
and
boys, Eddie and Maurice, four
five years old. respectively, who had
been to San Francisco to visit their
grandmother.

with the legal department
Southern Pacific company.
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SHIRTWAISTS,

Special
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15c quality
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CERRILLOS
SOFT COAL
Anthracite Coal Chereeal end
Weed. .

WM. CU1TI3 BAILEY, MANAGER.

MEALS SECOND TO NONE

X

HAY

IN Tt1E CITY

and

GRAIN

Try our Sunday Dinners.
AMERICAN

I
,

FIRSVT CLASS SBRVICB.
PLAN.
We make Spoclal Bates to Single Parties and Families seeking Boom
and Board
LAIS V BO Ait,
NEW MEXICO,

.

II Mill I II

Letter Hea.de
envelopes
NoteHee.de

Of,

Ce.te.loge

Blank Books
Receipt Books

J.r6d

MHMIMaMII

ABLGrJ,

Las Vegas Iit

.

I

II IMM
1902

UALL PAPER

WORKS

A largi and elegant line
of the very latest designs just in

at....

Mill and Mining Machinery bnilt and repaired, Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Oastinff made. Aireut for Chandler
Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Haw Mills, Webster and Union
Gasoline Engines and Holsters, Pumping Jacks. Best power for
Pumping and Irrigating pnrpoaea. No smoke, no danger. Also the
Ideal and gempeoa Windmills and Towers. Gall and see as.

Programme

Invitations

TmrnlMtt

Colo 'Phono M

Fcxr.dry csd KscZlao CZcp.

Fcr Torturing, Disfiguring
Humours.

THE BEST MEALS

LAS VEGAS

LAS VEGAS IRON

Gmfcst of Skin Guns.

..Model Restaurant.

yO
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General Paaeenf er and Tlokat
Af.nt. Denver, Colo.

CORRE C T
COMMERCIAL
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N. M.

GEO. E. ELLIS.

wide MADRAS
4
I

32-i- n

FE,

Plra Pr.x'.f. Klaorrlo Llghta.
Staam HaMaa, Cantrally Looatad.
Batha and Sanitary Plumbing
Throuf iwiut.
Larga Sfwmpla Koom far Com.
merelal Han,
Amatloan or Curoaaan Plan.

CAr

Special at

1 SIXTH STREET

0II1TME11T
Purest of Emollients and
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ADIES' LAWN KIMONOS, valued

Special

S. K. HOOPER

B. DAVIS.

Local Agent,
Santo Fa, N. H.

I

SANTA

our $1.25 LADIES'

ass JUtiesal.

Dcula.nzi

mer

WE offer

12th

Ererrii

Still

Clearing Sale
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THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And the Only Exclusive Dry GosdaTStore.

!A

The most direct line from New Mexico to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts in
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M., at 9 a. m, and arrive at 6:20
p. m. daily except Sunday, making connections with all through
east and west bound trains.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping cars, chair cars and perfect system of
Dining can, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon application. For
. advertising matter, rates and further information apply to

Cutlcura Ointment Is beyond question
the most successful curative for torturing, disfiguring humours of the skin and
calp, including loss of hair, ever compounded, in proof of which a single
anointing with It, preceded by a not
bath with Cutlcura Soap, and followed
In the severer cases by a dose of Cntt-cur- a
Resolvent Pills, Is often sufficient
to afford Immediate relief In the most
distressing forms of itching, burning
and acalr humours, permits rest and
Laid.
Steel
Heavy
aleep, ana points to a speedy cure when
all other remedies fall. It Is especially
A large consignment of ateel haa ar
so la the treatment of Infants and chit
rived for the Santa Fe and Is being dren, cleansing, soothing and healing
Bernardino
distributed between San
the most distressing of Infantile huand Los Angeles. The rails are much mour, and preserving, purifying and
the skin, scalp and hair.
heavier than the track now down beautifying
Cutlcura Ointment possesses, at the
which will be replaced, the company same time, the charm of satisfying the
Intending to make the track aa nearly simple wants of the toilet, in caring for
the skin, scalp, hair and hands from Inperfect for high speed as modern en- fancy
to age, far more effectually,
Some
will
time
ago
allow.
gineering
agreeably and (economically than the
most expensive of toilet emollient.
all the rails between San Bernardino
and eastern points on the sgretem Its "Innum relief for
or " Sanstlve, antiseptic cleanswere replaced, the hsavy rellr having babies,"
treatment of the
ing," or "One-nlglwinter.
hill
over
last
the
laid
been
hand," or " Single treatment of the
With the placing of new steel the hair," or " Use after athletics," cycling,
tennis, riding, sparring, or any
company will have aa extra heavy golf,
sport, each In connection with the ue
track between Los Angeles and To of Cutlcura tkrap, is sufficient evidence
of this.
Millions now rely on Cutlcura Soap,
Brealdent B. F. Yoakum, of the S't. asuinted by Cutlcura Ointment, for prewho
Pranclsco
Louie & San
railroad,
serving, purifying and beautifying the
been In the west and southwest,!1 kln, fur cleansing the scalp of crusts,
..
, .a
dandruff, and tf.e stopping
over m crup
B.iUu...n In tfca of fallingl4hnlr, for softening, whitening
iookro
west and imffl he was satisfied with the tnd southing red, rough and sore
'
hand, fur Lithv mafic. Itehlnirt and
..n,i. tr.n.g f. Vnatrnm idM
'
ooo!
WVrnn
chafing, aa wefl as for all purpwesof '
tn
of 90 (inn
the toilet, bath aud nursory.
to 1O0,OO,6OO bushels. Oklahoma and

R. P. HESSER,
Painter
Paper Hangar.

Fzopnizron.

Oread Ave.,n

!n Miguel

Nat Bank

fiiiii:imumi;

In other words
We turn aut
Everything a.
Printer knows

Hewtade)))

"Exquisite!" Is the one word
Everybody Excta'ms, after seeing our Wi idow Display

A
Weber
I
4-- H.

of BRAIDS, TRIMMINGS, Etc.

I

Paris, France, has pronounced in favor of

Pendssi

P. Gasoline Engine

Inquire at

JkWK

in heavy Mlk effect.

rZdzIIIcno, in wheel and butterfly
Cuzttso, in gun metal effects.

Can be tad at the Right Figure.

..!.

OrtSZXZSnto,

Omonsssi o cfTcfTda CI&, combined
Oressrssnto, in button effect with pendant.

skin-tortur-

.

I Geo. T.

IMMHtMtMMIMMIIIMHIHIMMH

Ml

The Scenic Line

GUTIGURA

it

Al PELTSA SPECIALTY

Gross & Richards Co., Tucumcari, N. M.

Denver & Rio Grande Ity.Co.
of the World

of the

Advices from Fort Worffc, Texas,
tat it Is believed that the refusal of
the Tezal railroad commission to pe
clnd its rulings on the Rock bland
Central trackage proposition (a the
reason for the delay In announcing the
transfer of the Central to the Rock Is
land. The formal announcement of
the deal has been delayed, It Is tald,
while northern and eastern officials
who control the roads are waiting to
eee If the commission will not reeonelder Its position. If It fall to do so,
It Is thought likely the deal will be at
an end.

ALFRED PEATS A CO.
Prize Wall Papers.

eaw Ploae

II

lit-

Tfo Kast Vc;.f :rbl

t

amp fat Now On Display

Vczas Phono, 100.

ri

the only agent we X
will hav- - in Las vegas auring
the present season.
Voure Truly,

Las Vegas ano Albuquerque, New Mexico.

at 60c and 75c,

ef Oram AV

4.

E Las Vegas, N. M.

WHOLESALE flERCHANTS

I

omoij
Mmtkuiml

'

Dear Sir:

on

umminoruuij
and BUJLDEHC

1 1

You a

60-7-

move to Baltimore. Mr. Robertson is
in every sense well qualified to manage the Wabash eastern lines men' toned and the promotion will give eminent satisfaction. The vacancy on the
Wabash middle division will be filled
by the apolntment of Mr. Horace G.
Clark superintendent of the Missouri
Pacific western division at Atchison.
Mr. Clark was at one time general superintendent of the Missouri Pacific
and subsequently he waa appointed
general manager of the Choctaw. He
goes now to the most important divis- -

1

1

Oeorti'TrHill,""

Mr.

(Ixoorpormtod.)

'

A Chicago man has been fined $10
for calling a woman a rubberneck.
What does the South think of this for
".
chivalry?
. 4
We take no stock In the disheartening assertion that hoop skirts are com
ing back. Imagine a girl in a hoop
skirt playing golf.
Pacific
&
Island
Rock
The Chicago,
railway company Is publishing in the
Some of the members of the peace
leading magazines an advertisement, society think that the second letter
the principal part of which is a map in the name of the torpedo boat des
showing the Rock Island system,
troyer Hull Is wrong.
Is the only town that 1 namIt Is necessary to begin at the top
ed in the space occupied by New Mexico on the map, which fact is quite an In digging a well.

E. S. Plllsbury has been apolnted
attorney for the Santa Fe railroad to
succeed the late Judge Sterry who died
recently in Los Angeles. The appointment of a San Francisco man leads to
a belief that the law department of the
Santa Fe will be transferred from
southern California to that city. Mr.
Plllsbury was formerly connected

mien 11 ill "i tin
T7"

4

Gross, Kelly & Company

the West Virginia Central. Mr. Bret
resigns because he has Interests at
Cumberland and does not desire to re-

The tickets for the ball to be given
at the Montezuma Casino, the evening
of the Raton picnic, August 22, are out
and find a ready sale. The machinists
are intending to make the affair quite
the vent of the season.

advertisement for that prosperous
tle city.

1 barrel sal soda.
The Board of New Mexico Penitenreserves
the
tiary Commissioners
right to reject any and all bids.

with cord and net.

effect.

For the Fall of 1903.
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There appear to be little left of
Cludad Bolivar but tho name. That
Is still In good working orJer.
The center of population of tbe
but
United Stateg is now Indiana,
Evansvlllo did her bent to change It.
If Mr. Schwab la neither In Wlscoh
nor Colorado perhaps be Is earn
Ing hla $2.50 per day in a Kansas har
vest Held, w
aln

The report that 100 tailors of Oer
frorh
tbe
man birth bad deserted
American wariblpa at Kiel prove utOnly two sailors
terly unfounded
left, and both, ware Americans. When
Oermana leave the kaiser they usually
quit for good, - . ' .
Many matter of Interest are now
occupying the public mind in Las
Vegas. A full discussion of any mat'
ter of moment always reiults In good.
Tbe Optic will ever give space to ar
tides front citizens bearing on sub
jects of interest The, right to expur
gate any personal allusions or objoc
tlonal matter as well as to decline ar
tides for any reason considers.! un
wise, will of course, be reserved. In
Inviting, cUDtrms to make free use of
our column, we wish It to be un
derstood that the responsibility for
view expressed rests entirely wltb
the writers.
,

THE

SOUTH

AMERICANS.

It is generally believed that there
are few thing easier than to start a
revolution among the mercurial, hot
tempered people) of the torrid regions
of South America. It Is also generally
held that these revolutions are trivial
and well nigh bloodless affairs. The
first of tbese beliefs Is true. Tbe
la aa erroneous as possible.
Fif
teen hundred people killed In Cludad
Bolivar. Does that look tike a trivial
affair. The fiery Latins of South
and
America are desperate fighter
the history of revolutions and Interstate wars In tbe continent is a history
of terrible conflict and most sanguinary battles. Those people certainly
do have a spectacular, or even melodramatic way of running their politics,
but when It cornet to real fighting It
would be hard to find their superior.
sec-on-

COLORADO POLITICS.
Our neighbor to tbe north are having strenuous times during tbe hot
weather. Especially Is this true of
the Colorado capital, where an extra
I" being held. Several reader of The Optic have askej why the
extra session was necessary.
It will be remembered that the regular bps ilon of the Colorado legislature was unduly stormy even for the
Centennial state. The republicans
split over the question of organizing
1h hrmsi 'HSi WdsAlkiao majority In
Hh
house unseateddomocrats to give
themselves a majority and the democratic majority in the senate unseated
republicans ejiough to lve the democrat a majority of tbe whole.
Tbe general appropriation bill passed the senate regularly enough. Its
provisions caused much debate In the
house. The term of the legislature
seemed likely to expire by limitation
before the all Important got through.
Finally, the last night of the aesslon
the bill went through, Tbe Items had
been agreed upon, but In many Instances there had not been time to
Oil them In. The house passed and
the governor signed a bill that wat In
part blank.
The Denver News declared the appropriation bill bad been illegally
passed and appealed to the courts.
Tbe contention was sustained and It
was necessary to call the extra session to pass the bill legally.
It Is believed that a second extra
session will follow the prwnt one
bill.
Immediately to pass an eight-houBoth bousei are on record In favor
of etieh Jegfslftlton.

stn

--

s

Cost Not Considered !

25,-00- 0

BY

Tht Us Vegas Publishing Co

TV.;

IN FIVE YEARS.
tleman, that while no one has the least must be admitted that pleasant neigh
Las Vegas Is on tbe eve of many blame for him personally, the people borly relations are promoted thereby
Balti
good enterprises thai will contribute of this territory are unalterably op- and that It beats scrapping.
toward giving her a population of
posed to the principle of having men more American.
to 4n,0(iO In five years In case they sent here from outside tbe territory
Statue Out of Place.
materialize, and it begins to look like to declare our laws. The Fifth disThat George Washington statue will
the roost Important of them are now trict and the territory of .New Mexico
don't want Judge Smith, simply and feel about as uncomfortable and out
In sight. They are:
A big reservoir and canal system only because they are ardent believers
of place in St. Paul' as tbe Frederick
capable of Irrigating 20,000 to 40,000 In home rule and they do want a man the Great counterfeit presentment
acres of land In the Immediate vicini- of their own on the bench. If JuJge would be In the city of Washington.
Smith Is made to understand this feel- Statues, like plants, have certain reg
ty of the city.
Mining and ore reduction works that ing on tbe part of the people of New ions of their own. Tbe exotic does not
already promise big returns for invest Mexico, If he is the sort of man and do well. Chicago Chronicle.
ed capital, from an almost unlimited gentleman that The Optic has been
extends , for ted to suppose, he will win the good
Work a a Solution.
copper ore belt that
mountain will of every real New Mexican by
miles along the western
The minister who said that work
was the solution of the negro problem
ranges and foot bills.
declining to accept the appointment.
The Taos railway bringing down a
was eminently correct, and bis rem
THE SCENIC ROUTE.
wealth of golden grain, fruit, mineral
edy Is not n new one. Tbe busy man
There Is a time to discuss and a has too much else on his mind to turn
and lumber.
The Rock Island railway, not so fa; time to cease discussing. Tbe time to criminal, but If ignorance and idleness
away now, which will give additional discuss the location of the tour miles are mixed criminality is more than
of scenic road which are In progress likely to be the outcome. Leadville
eastern and gulf connections.
The military post with Its accom of construction was before this loca
tion bad been decided upon by a com
panying benefits.
Woolen mills and shoe factories.
The Troubles of the Trusts.
petent committee appointed for the
A beet sugar factory.
America's Industrial combinations
purpose. There are many miles of
miles of electric railway, this important highway yet to be lo- are performing Martinique maneuvers
Twenty-fivabout ten miles of which we already cated and The Optic suggests that and affording leaded "leaders" to the
have and which It can now safely be the discussion on this point should public press. The United States ship
said will be Increased three or four be ample and timely in order that building
corporation,
colloquially
miles more within tbe next year, this Important road, built out of the known as the "Shipyard trust," has
Surely Las Vegas Is destined to get public money and for the benefit of tbe sailed through uncharted waters, run
some of these things, and citizens can public, should be located where It foul of creditors of uncompleted Unit
Just pass tbe word along for people will please not all the public, for this ed States warships, and finally taken
to keep their eye on Las Vegas and would be Impossible but the large a receiver aboard.
On July 1,
majority of thoBO who will expect to
watch her grow.
James Smith of Newark was
enjoy It In the years to come.
appointed the legal imperator to bring
NEWSPAPER MEN COmTnQ WEST
off salvage. Then the North Atlantic
Hawaiian
The
some
government employs
The tour of the far west which
conference ("the Shipping trust") be
all
who
Islands
over
the
travel
corres
agents
newspaper,
thirty prominent
gan to show signs of dissolution, with
In
for
Indications
In
of
looking
leprosy
pondents of Washington will make
com
Is - so the withdrawal of the Cunard
Banishment
September will be In many respects an remote places.
And now come changes, if not
pany.
dreaded
of
that
a
the
will
family
frequently
get
Interesting event. They
In the camp of the ironmast
view of this part of the country which a leper will keep him secreted for a meetin,
ers.
On June 30, it was announced
Is
two
or
before
made
never
of
year
discovery
them have
probably many
(who
A person who is supposed to have the that Mr. Charles M. Schwab
enjoyed, and as the Denver Republl-cawas Involved in the shipyard deal
Is
sent
sta
to
disease
the
ob
will
receiving
Information
they
say, the
his connection with the Beth
tain of western conditions will enable tion in Honolulu, where he Is examined through
iron works) on account of 111
them to understand and appreciate by five medical experts. If "a leper" lehem,
would retire from the active
more clearly governmental questions be the verdict, money, position, Influ health
presidency of the "billion dollar" Bteel
the
color
race
cannot
or
ence,
of
union.
the
change
this
part
affecting
and that William Ellis
The company of Washington corres decree which sends the patient to Mo-- corporation,
Corey, president of the Carnegie
lokal.
most
some
of
tbe
Includes
pondenta
Steel company, would direct the des
capable newspaper mon In the country,
You can please some people all the tinies of the world's greatest trust,
and It will be of no small advantage
time and you can please all the peo and enjoy a salary reputed to exceed
to the west If they form a favorable
ple some of the time except a few that of the president of the United
opinion of local conditions as they may whom
you can never please.
States. To assume a place among the
see them on this tour.
American
immortals of Industry Is no
We are sure they will receive a
mean achievement for a man still on
cordial welcome wherever they may
the sunny side of forty.
President
go and be given every opportunity to
Corey has made pyrotechnlcal pro
learn what the far west la and what
World' Greatest Tribute.
gress through the gjades of the Car
Its people want. Some of the most
Tbe greatest tribute to tbe pope Is negie Industrial army, from high prl
which
domestic
questions
Important
that the world has forgotten creed in vate to commander-in-chieCollier's
the national government has to con
Its; sorrow tor death's claim on
Weekly.
aldor affect the west, and It Is Imporand kindly soul. Washing
tant that the Washington correspond gentle lite
ton Star.
New England will be all the better
ents of the large newspaper of the
off when the dwindling, degenerate
Informed
become
east should
through
'
native-borYankees that afflict her
Prog 8kin Grafted.
observation
concerning
personal
An Ann Arbor student has hail twen dull hill towns and villages are rematters.
these
ty Inches of frog skin grafted on his placed by the sturdy children of able- hand without croaking. Washigtnn bodied Irish and Canadian-FrencJUDGE SMITH.
Ira
The Yankee, when at his
migrants.
Judge Clement Smith, of Michigan rost.
la In the territory for the purpose of
best, lacked the bubbling humor, good
temper and social grace and courtesy
8oothlng Influence of Time.
surveying hla new field, preparatory to
History Is being made rapidly. Six which these Immigrants possess in
being aworn In as an associate justice
of New Mexico. It Is said that Judge years ago a report that Uncle Sam had large measure. Portland Oregonlan
Smith has not definitely determined Just taken formal possession of four
whether or not he will accept the teen 1x1 amis In the south Pacific would
appointment as Judge of the Fifth dis- have made quite a stir In this conn
trict.
try. Chicago News.
The Optic believes that Judge Smith
H. W. Hoof, U.O.,
Is an able "honest Jurist. If he can betPowers and Manchuria.
The powers will not hold their
tor himself by accepting an appointOSTEOPATHIC SURGEON
ment conferred upon him through the breath while Rjissla evacuates Mannrnduatn under the
agency of Influential friends, by as churia. It would be the first time
K.iiHidVr of the
nr. A. T. HUH,
exof
the
the
as
official
Russia
ever
an
evacuated
president
anything,
high
at Kl-- t arllle, Mo,
United States, he Is certainly not to cept under the pressure of superior
be held blameablo. Nevertheless, If force at arms. Indianapolis Journal.
I treat all diMuc
my specialty
the acceptance of the position
by
thoi of chronic character.
Consultation! and examinations
Judge Smith Is dependant to any exSugar Pkasanter Then Vinegar,
In spite of tbe sarcasm lavished
tent upon the feelings of the citizens
arc freei inquirers are cordially hv
of New Mexico toward himself, 11 upon the tendency of modorn nation
vitcd to call at office,
should be made very plain to the gen- - to say nice things to each other, It
OLmtr O.OOK,
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Herald-Democra-

Our entire Line of
Must go at a.ny price. We will need
the room for new faJl stock.
China Cups and Saucers,

-

China Plates, from

-

-

,

Jowclor and Optician.

t.

-

25 Cents and Up

-

-

-

47047

25c to 95c

Douglas Avonuo.

A. T. ft S. F. WATOH INSPECTOR.
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BALE

i&MZAN-M- P

Owing to the backward spring;, our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at this time tso to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.
Men's $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2. 75
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s.zes
atd widths clean-u- p sale price .... $1.60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths clean$2.00
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
clean-u- p
.73c
price
Boys' $1.25 and $1.50 Canvas Shoes,
all sizes clean-u- p sale price
75c
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price
25c

Yum!

Yvim!

Fifty Yoaro tho Ctandard
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Roller

Preserving Kettles
Van Dyke brown and
white ware-- if it flakes
or chips, return and
get new piece.

I

ESTABLISHED

Dr.

Mf

J

"

188.

Willltvms.

DENTIST V

..

is the best. Tbe modern bank check
has superseded cash in the settlement
of accounts.
.,

..

Ia

H.E. VOGT&CO.

If you want to gain fiesta and feel
well drink Macbeth
water; pure, V
siiarkllng, refreshing, medicinal; delivered wber you want It by Peter
lgg-tItoth.

FUCKS !

Steam and
Hot Water

--

in

This eliminates all chance of error
and disputes. Also danger of loss.
now is tbe time to commence putting by a competency for your future,
If yon have not already done so.
Be your account little or large, It
will be welcomed by this bank.

Plaza Trust

&

Savings Bank,

LAS VEOAS, N. M.

JarrHM

Ratnomm. president,

HiRMAff D. Mtcim,

,

SAMTA2Y

Tice-Pre- a.

HitxiT Bathoi.m.

Cashier.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.

Heating.

'Repairing Promptly Done.

Pfttlniter bas Just received a fine
assortment of picture frame mould-IntrSHOP
and ma's; also tbe latest patterns J. Corner Seventh and
Dongla
.
rnr-er?M co!?r!r,rt in Wall
J?o
174f

tvrt

THE SAFEST WAY

"

Tha meat madam appliance
let
Dentlatry. V.
BrldC St.
La Vagaa, N. M

:

Co

D. M.
V

I

MEAL, BRAN

f

! Thompson Hardware

by

DRUGGIST

Mills,

WHEAT, CTC.
Illfhestcaah price
oald for Mllllnr Wheat
Colorado feed Wheal for Hulc In Hearon
LAS VEGAS, N. M.

t

Sl

I31

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Sauce Pans

Maandanttaaa,
Never awvaa.

O. G. SCHAEFER

J. N.SMITH, Prop.
flO(IH,iRAilAN,((mrl

LIGHT.
COOL,
la Wear.

Mapraanraea
Rips ar Back.

8rreat
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Wipe Presses

Refrigerator?

Full Assortment Fishing Taokte
llammooks In Variety
DIP TANKS -A- LL SIZES

anJ)fSP(53J)5P
omm

(So.

I

Challenge

grocer;

Z

'

Meal
Ranges
and tho Perfect

Quick

Ccziohcr'o

Lard Presses

"

Sella tho Famous

mto

Food Choppers
Vegetable and

Sandals, sizes P fl
sale price
QU

Art Vall PaperS

1

for

Cherry Stoners
Apple Parers

nawaaill

THE ROAD

omm't Hmf whmt
yom wmmt mmywtmrm mHm

Fruit Presses

p

F.
J - GEIMING - MASONIC TEMPLE,

11 yom

Now!

clean-u-

CJgore Lumber

now

STORK

m At other times by appointment.
Successor to Ir, Purvlanoe.

to 5

1

'

CAR. LOAD

e.

OVKlt STEARNS1

lot of Infants $1.00 red and

Exquisite
not to be seenpatterns
elsewhere
Very large and oholoe variety;
complete sets for walls,
oeUSngs ami borders

Watermelons

l OSTEOPATHY

4

ONE

High

h

;

Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
50c
Men's 81.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.00
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price.
$1.50
Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price
$2.00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
sale price
15c

Tcmplo

f.

;

Straw Hats.

r.loacnlo

PRESS COMMENTS.

,

Mens

Ave. ?.

Cut Flower....
and Monuments..
Until

'Phone.
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BRAG

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH Sun
day school at 9:45; regular preaching
have been in camp there lor tua
services at 11 a. m., Christian Endeav
'
'
or meeting at 7. A cordial invitation
week.
J. J. Gits of Moberly. Mo., is in to all. No preaching in the evening.

from Harvey's.
Sheriff Romero rode out' to

this

Capital Paid In, $100,000.00

MAKE
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THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
II. IV. HOLY,

H. OOUE, PraaUamt
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MATCH PRICES

www

IIAKVESTKUS.

conn

It cuts and throws

AT

ami one horse cuts

DAVIS & SYDES

it in pile.

One man

ediial to a corn binil- Cermilars frcp.
VrW'it $12.
New Process Mftf. Co., Lincoln, Kaunas

dcr.

EPICURES

the subject, at Herman's,
cer's. Bridge street.

TODAY

Mesilla Valley Peaches und
Apricots
Fresh Crisp Cucumbens
Solid Heeul C&.bb&.ge from
Bernalillo County-Swee- t
e
Deevllle.
Texas, Watermelons.

fancy gro

HARNESS

R.ed-cor-

FOR SALE AT

COOLEY'S

"The Old Reliable."

Frest Meadow Gold Butter

Bridge Street.

Livery and Vehicle.

OEMENT

U
L. Lewis Shoe & Clothing Co. Ten

Guaranteed not
to crack, warp

WALKS

or heave

Fcfllct VJccZr Ltt.'zzca

years experience. Refer to The
Optio and J. H. Fox. Address or call
on M. E. Everett, 408 Wastlugton Ave.

Libby's Elegant Cinned llzzis
Underwood sJSuperior tadinaDeviled Crab
Lobster

Contractor

BUILDING

-

Jobber

and
Shop on DoiiKlas avenue, next door to
Furlong s gallery. Prompt and care
fill of furiti.in nlvnn
to all work. ISsti- - N D QMNH

.

I vi I

mates furnished.

.

J. 55. Stearns, Grocer.

OUIIU

INECARRIAGES-VE- N

F

a

!

of fastidious

tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of im
ported salad oils; he Is an expert on

FINE BUGGY
AND SURREY

mm

m

tu

M

-

a

ZM

a. t. nvsi.iif, iraaaurar

k

NOTICE.

'

k

Surplus, $50,000.00

?

IV

I

m

FTIAKX SF&ZCEft, Vloo-Pra- a.
M. QUKZWOHAM, PraaUami
F. D. JAKUARY, Asst. Oaahlar
D. T. HOSXI.1S, Oaahlar
I.1TEKZST PAID ON TI"Z DEPOSITS.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS A great and solemn high mass
pie know where they get
will be celebrated at the Church of Our
m.
9
a.
at
of
their
Sorrows,
Monday
Lady
money's worth every time.
AH the Catholics and all the admirers
Co. " " "
Gabriel Montoja of La Cueva and of the Great Pontiff Leo are invited.
Pablo Gurule of Rociada were trading Very Rev. A. Kuhls will deliver the
Panejertc In English and Rev. Ros?i
in town today.
Dr. J. E. Mohr returned yesterday will do the same in Spanish. Rev. H.
afternoon from an outing in the Pinos Pouget will have charge of the music.'
Wells country.
FIRST JH. E. CHURCH. Services
with any house in my line
Juan de Dios Lucero and Benito
tomorrow as follows: 11:00 a. ni., the
Crespin, farmers near San Geronimo,
on anything they offer.
pastor will preach on the subject, "The
were in town today.
m..
Messrs. Clarence Browne and Nor-ri- s Badge of Disclpleship;" at 8:00 p.
of the
Cochran drove to Harvey's this af- the Rev. W. W. Burks, pastor
First Christian church, Quincy, 111.,
ternoon to spend Sunday.
services will be
B. S. Crocket, manager of the in- will preach; the other
A cordial in
usual
hours.
at
the
held
terests of the Swift Packing company
Is extended to the public.
vitation
is
here
at Trinidad,
today.
Guests at the El Dorado are M.
CHURCH: 11 a. m.,
I have secured. from two of the biggest
BAPTIST
Scholl, El Paso;, W. J. Henwood, Den"The
the
houses in the United States a concesT'vtc,
3o'
pt
by
preaching
tailoring:
ver; Sam Doss, Kansas City,
Ideal." 8 p. m., preaching
sion vi 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
M. L. Cooley sent two conveyances Disciple's
the pastor. Topic. "The Creator
befi re August 1st, and I am giving all of this
up to the wagon house this morning by
C. Ward, Pas
reduction to my customers. Now is the time
after Geo. Hunker and party who Remembered." Frank
to order your suits and trousers.
Hon. Chas. A. Spiess has gone to tor.
Santa Fe to preside at a meeting of
Subject
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE:
the New Mexico world's fair commisfor Sunday, 26th inst., "Love." Sersion.
vice at the hall, Douglas avenue, beCol. Head and wife returned from
11 o'clock; Sunday school at
La Cueva in company with Mr. Black, gins at
45 a. m.; regular Wednesday even
deals
who
a southern gentleman,
largeing meeting begins at 8 o'clock. AH
ly in horses and mules.
invited.
W. H. Ogle returned this afternoon cordially
from an insurance trip to E'Town.
The Woman's Federation met in
He reports a need of rain in that secregular session Friday afternoon.
tion.
Owing to the warm weather, and the
If you want to drink pure, clear
Ralph Halloratt who spent a couple contemplated absence from the city
THE
of daps here In the interest of the of some of its officers the federation water come to Gehrings' for a filter.
New York Life has gone home to Al will discontinue its
Toilet Bazar.
meetings until
buquerque.
the second Friday In August. Trash
Mrr and Mrs. M. C. Todd returned has been hauled from three of the old
Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
MISS JOSEPHINE LOPEZ,
yesterday afternoon tram 1 brief visit dumping grounds to north of town' Dress hats, street bats, outing hats.
Hair Dressing
to their former home la Topeka. They and one on the railroad tracks. Own all sharply cut in price to sell out for
Buampnolng
describe the desolation in North To ers of vacant lots have been notified the season.. Ladles furnishings also
Dyeing. Bleaching
at lower prices.
peka as woeful.
Scalp Trentaeut
through the medium of mailed cirMisses O'Brien, Bridge St.
Boaz W. Long, son 61 Judge E. V. culars to clean
up said property. In
Face Nam
Long, returned yesterday afternoon view of the many entertainments now
vnicuring.
If you wish to borrow money it will
from a northern business trip. His before the
public of Las Vegas It was pay you to Investigate the plan of
Modern Methods,
brother Alfred drove in from , his decided to postpone the long talked of the Aetna Building association.
InAll Tools Sterilized
ranch yesterday.
card party and dance for a few quire of Geo. H. Hunker. See. 129-t- f
Prlori 410 Grand Avtnuti
At the New Optic are T. P.- Adam weeks.
The Las Vegas Light & Fuel Co.,
son, San Antonio; Chas. H. King and
are now prepare to furnish Willow
Suit Decided: The suit which has Creek coal at $4.50 por ton tfeilvered,
wife, Denver; J. E. Snyder, Lamy; El
127 tf
been pending in the second Judical dis- or 13.90 by the car
bert Oldham, Spottsville, Ky.
Mrs. D. Pethoud, a member of the trict court at Albuquerque between
Mrs. M. B. Ward Is prepared to do
firm of Pethoud & Co.. left on the the Fernandez company, owners of the
Watermelons!
s
dressmaking at 902 Third
and
Denver
for
Chicago
train
and
Bartolome Fernandez land grant,
early
172-l174.
L.
V. 'Phone
street
brother-in- to select the fall stock of goods for Dr." Ysidoro Davila-Valllaw of R. L. Baca of Santa Fe, has
the establishment. ..
WANTED Position as
Harry S. Lithgow for several years been decided in favor of the company
either In the city, country store or 1
head of a book bindery in Albuquerque as leesee of Thomas J. Curran, the ranch. Address or apply "J. W." Op
now employed In the same business in owner of the land.' The suit involved tic office.
Denver, pa3sed through, the city on his the title to the well known ranch of
San Lucas In McKinley county. Judge
satchel containing
way to the Duke City.
LOST Hand
The Rev. A. C. Geyer is in from Baker decided that Curran Is the own- purse and postal money order favor
the Schoonmaker ranch where he It er of the land and an Injunction wis James Willis, between Tllden and
Both Phonei.
from Jackson on Tenth street Return to
spending several weeks with his fam Issued enjoining Dr. Davila-Vall- e
ily. He will occupy hir pulpit at the going on the land for any purpose 923 Tllden.
W7 SIXTH STREET.
M. E. church tomorrow.
whatsoever except to harvest this
7
No.
on
last
prearrivals
same.
remove
the
to
of
and
carefully
the
The best
material,
Among
year's crops
by
o
pared, nicely and quickly served,
evening, was Miss Josle Robinson,
and
attentive
sprightly waiter, on atA woman was seen hanging around
of Wellington, Kans., who will spend
tractive tables. In cool and comforta
the summer with her uncle and aunt, her husband's neck this morning beg ble dining room such 1 Duvall's
276-t- f
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Griest.
ging him to go to and secure seats for Restaurant.
Schlott
A
Texas Steer which apepars at the
Misses Esther Geyer, Ruby
Perry Onion pay cash and good
and Winifred Kates have returned opera house next Wendesday night nrirn
tor household roods. Mont
DAYS
ONLY
I
where
He finally consented to do so and was Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f
from the Schoonmaker ranch,
j
they have been visiting the family of much surprised when he arrived at
Working Night and Day.
Mrs. C. Waring'
Rev. A. C. Geyer for a week. ,
where the tickets
LEFT OP THE GREAT
busiest and mightiest little
The
B. Spitz of Albuquerque, Junior part are on sale to find that a great numla
Dr.
made
was
King'
Co., ber of the choice seats had already thing that ever
ner In the big firm of B. Ilfeld
came In from the south yesterday and been marked off. Be early If yon New Life pills. These pill change
'
strength, listlessness
apent a few hours here then went want to be in time. Things are get weakness intobrain-faInto mental
Into
energy,
north last night bound for New York ting busy.
power. They are wonderful In build'
on a purchasing'trip.
Prof. Butt rick announces that the Ing up the health. Only 25c per box.
Mrs. T. B. McNair chaperoned the
time
for meeting of the dancing class Sold by all druggist.
out
to
Harvey's
following young ladles
ranch today for - a week's sojourn: which has been held heretofore on
AT
Artless Mondays and Thursdays, has been
Mildred , ' Browne,
Misses
chanced to Frldav nleht nf next week
Browne, Alice Smith, faster ,Robert
and Thursday night of the week fol-- !
-Browne Is also f fc jiaHy...
no class being held on Mon
,
At La Pension at W. E. Miller and lowing;"
7171.
lays.
family. El Paso; ; M. C. Boswell,
of Moberly. Mo.: Chat. 0. Dlstler . For the most beautiful rooms In the,
WEDNESDAY
OIVS
and- family, 8. A. Douglas, Harvey's I
southwest, go; to "14 Pension In the
"
H..P..Burnap, Denver; H. B. Henry, reoof block.
Kansas City;4 Mrs. M. L. O'Neill, Al
,
.1
cwsmm
AH
1. t luruwu
buquerque, N.- M. '
rsunis.M-ONLY
imujw
jacnci, uu
At the Castaneda are registered W. Bighth street. Call at this office, pay
FURNITURE CO.
C. Black, Denver; B. W. Givens, Ka
for notice and get further particulars.
B,
9
sas City; Wells Graham, Chicago;
Railrotd Avtnuc,
S. Crockett, Trinidad; L. J. Benjamin,
4 Next to Western Union Tel. Co.
Hermann the Great, ai present
Albuquerque; Percy Grubbs, Pueblo
H. C. Avis, St. Louis; J. J. Grltts, Mar- on a stlli hunt through Europe for
new illusions sails for New York on
shall, Mo.; C. H. Nichols, Trinidad
8. 8. Campbell. Philadelphia; O. P, the 25th of July, A letter Just received
Tracy, Chicago; 8. 8. Campbell, Phil by his manager, Edw. Thurnaer, promadelphla; Mrs. Gus Summers, Newton, ises great things for the forthcoming
tour which bids fair to start a new era
Kans.; F. J. Holmes, Trinidad, Colo,
Presented by Troop A, First Cav
d
in the history of necromancy. The
alry, IS. U. H. M.
Subtle minds are ususaUy aubrclaslvp
has secured not one but a dozen
own of
the latest sensations, all of which
only when submission serves their
IftO LAl'OIIS IJf
Interests.
are entirely new to the American pub-H1HH MISt'TKS
He will appptr st the Dimran
Southwetl Cor. PUu.
Dinner at Duvall's is a Sunday de Oct. 17th.
,
The man at the box office will & f. L V. Phone 230.
Strubey-Easterbroo-

J
J

OFFICERS!

J.

.

-

s
W

OF LAS VEGAS.

DON'T

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL Church:
Rev. Charles J. French, Rector. Holy
Communion 7:30 a. m.; morning prayer and sermon 11; Sunday school and
Bible class 9:45; evening service S
p. m. All cordially welcome.

Los
morning.
Eduardo Martinez from Anton Chico
was trading in town today.
Dr. M. C. Boswell and S. A. Douglas drove in from Harvey's laJt nigut.
C. F. Jones, the representative 01
the E. SI. Gale & Co., of Denver, is in
the city.
I. J. Benjamin is up from the south
He is representative of the
Alamos

am. mwaa. wn

son

Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work.
Call and See New Styles.

z

msam

Bridge Street.

-

PATTY

Browne &Manzanares Co

PLUMBING
ROOFING

SPOUTING
Iron work of all descriptions on short
notice and well done. Hulls garden
tools, hose, 4c.
Bridge Street.

first-clas-

Watermelons!!

DRESSMAKING PAR
lors have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan at
725 Seventh street, and ladies
ate invited to call.

Watermelon!!! N
RYAtl&DLOOD

VJUOLEGALLZ

EW

LIVERY for comfort-

J
WOOL.

DEALERS IN

m
Q

SAN MIGUEL BANK

,

The Photo Tent Moved
to Bridge street near E. Romero Hose
House. Come and see me for photos,
views, buttons; developing and finish

g

SALE

Ing for

TT
1 1

4MS)SS

-

.

1-

7t

mi

FOR nEN'T For llchf hotupkwplnif,
nit of rooms. 417 FJRUth flroet.

J

.....

...
information.
furnish
nny furtlior
1 1.
'l inlua I a, priii'll hftuiVfr
.

.

.

S

iaaaammiam

i Meat Market

Itrlflad Brick Sidewalk,
lasting, handsome, economical
Work of all kind In nstiv rtd
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and ston building. All
work guaranteed.
W. W. Wal
lace, 'Vegas 'Phone 28(1

the
MPERIAL RESTAURANT
favorite dining place of our best
people those who enjoy good
603
cooking and good service.
Railroad avenue
I

I

'

rZ

A'

i&
I

ft)

Both Kansas Cltv and
rneais.

nativs

LINE

AM0LES0APS.

DRIED FRUITS ANDJVEOETACLES.

high-clas-

ARBAQE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted,
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNOT.
'Vegas 'Phone 109. -

"A

e.

SAMPLE

J. B. MARTINEZ,

and REPAIR
CLEAN, DYE
men' clothing and ladle' On
s
tailor
garments. Also
OU8
ing. Work guaranteeJ.
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's,

I

I

STAR

amateur.

O.IPAC3, TZXAS.

j ROSENTHAL

wis-zar-

-

11

DISCOUNT.

Texas
Steer"

To flatter a sailor give him salt watr taffy.

II

20 Per Ceriti

ONE NIGHT

:

light.

1 1

l6B-tt.-

A

. . .

Gray's Threthis Machina
Hay, Rakci, Bain Wagom,
Grain and Wool Baft, Bailing Tka, Pcnc Wirt. Etc
Ranch Suppiia, Navifo Blankrti, '
'
Kay. Grain and Feed. ,
,

does repairing' and cleaning of men's
and ladies' clothing In tbs most sat

isfactory manner. Ladle' and gentle
'
man's tailor.

REMOVAL

I.. I..

PELTS

Wndiol Native Prodim.
Plow, rUnowt, CuHivaton. '
McCorailck 'i Mo wen and Rrapn

--

Duncan OperaHouse

AND

All

C.lde.
P. CIDDIO.

m

-

II II able rig and reliable teams.
Vehicle
For Sal. Standard
work In buggies, surreys, road

tiazazimaaa$a$1

HIDES

m

EW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
fresh from the garden. Leave orders at Sisters' Convent for Barney McNally.

Our Work Will Ploaoo You
SMOOTHv
EDGES
on
COLLARS

and

CUFFS

Laundered
by the

COUPON
BOOZO

good fcr
C5.00

Worth

of

WORK
-

."I.

-

.

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY
BothPhones.

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY

6

THE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

aO

For

Brief JtKiiine of the Important

WANTED.

Easiness Directory.

T

territory.

OPTIC JULY 25, 1903

for light
WANTED Housekeeper,
ATTORNEYS.
work In pleasant borne. O. W. Harat law. rison, next house north Presbyter-IaGeorge h. Hunker, Attorn
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
mission.
la-t- f
M.

Doing in Xew

Mex- -

UU W

ophiat
Morphine aad
ether Ores Iking,
thoTobaecoMabH
aadNeuratlheala.
KSTITUTE.
OwlcM. lilt

n

MINES, FARMS,

working with him bound up the arm
RANGES, ETC,
A messenger was sent
temporarily,
to Fort Stanton for a surgeon who
service is dressed the arm.

WANTED Two or three boarders,
George P. Money, Attorney-At-Lagood for bealthseekers. Mrs. Kate
United Stales atAn automobile delivery
torney, office In Olney building, Bast
Bell, Mineral Hill, N. M.
Ua Vegas. N. M.
to
be established in Albuquerque.
WANTED To sell, five or six head of
o
Frank Springer, Attorney-At-Lamilk
extra
One
cow, giving
cattle,
At Gallup Monday H. C. Schultz
Office la Crockett building, Eaat La
eleven quarts per day, seven years and Miss Nellie
May Winders were
Vegas, N. M.
old. Mr. Kate Bell, Mineral Hill,
quietly married.
Office
R. V. Long, Attorney-At-Law- .
N. M.
o In Wyman block, East Las Vegan,
'
a
is
division of sen
There
great
W. at.
FOR RENT.
,
tlment as regards the matter of hav
A. A. Jones. Attorney-At-LeOf FOR RENT Four room house, 1020 ing the Burro mountains near Silver
fice la Crockett building, Baat Laa
Diamond avenue: 110 per month. City included in a forest reserve.
Vega. N. M.
Water rent paid.
Hallle Manning and Mabel BalDENTISTS.
FOR RENT Largo, pleasant south lard, two Chaves county girls aged
bedroom fronting on Park; privi- ten and twelve years succeeded In
Dr. L L Hammond, Dentist, Suc
cessor to Dr. Decker, rcomi suit No.
lege of bath, parlor and piano; also arousing much excitement by getto
7, Crockett block. Office houra
saddle horse or horse and buggy. ting themselves lost on the prairies.
11 and 1:30 to 6:00. I V. 'Phone M,
6,
CIS Columbia Ave.
They were found after a day or two,
Cola 11S.
the experience,
FOR RENT Desirable business room none the worse for
HOTELS.
Lincoln
on
next to Rosenthal Bros.
People who think prospectors have
hidden
the
Central Hotel, Popular Ratea, Clean ave. W. M. Lewis, undertaker,
ceased to search for
bed. Douglaa avenue.
FOR RENT Three room furnished treasures of mother earth in the hills
cottage.
Inquire at Mr. Hume's. In this part of New Mexico are misHARNESS.
taken, and hardly a week passes that
J. C. Jo nee, The Harncea Maker,
not fit up for prospectFurnished rooms for light housekeep- some party does
Bridge street.
and make a start from Santa Fe.
ing
1022
St.
with
Fourth
bath.
ing,
New Mexican.
moo
PRINTING.

and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
court commissioner at Las Vegas, N.
M., on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE
of Sec
tion 1, T. 14, R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of said land, viz.:
Nasario Martinez, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Vidal Trujillo, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Isabel Ensinas, of Trementlna, N.
M .; Tlmoteo Martinez, of Trementlna,
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Document Blanks
FOP, SALE BY THE

Las Vegas Publishing Co.

A man who was digging a well near
Roswell has established a new rec
ord. He put his hole In the ground
down at the rate of twenty feet In
Subpoena
Appearance Bond, DU't Court '
a second. The digger had bored
"
Summons
Garnishee, Sheriff's Office '
bottom
feet
when
the
presto,
twenty
Writ of Attachment, Original
of bis well went out and several In
Bond, General
Register.
the vicinity heard a splash and
Road Petition
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
screams of terror. The man had
Affidavit in Attachment,
Bond of deputy
THE MEADOW CITY.
Original
been precipitated twenty feet into an
Affidavit In Attachment, Duplicate,
Guardian's Bond and Oath
was scared
underground lake and
:
Soma Thing About Laa Vegaa Not
Garnishee Summons, Original
Administrator's Bond and Oath
out
wits.
of
his
nearly
Garnishee Summons, Duplicate
Generally Known to the
Letters of Guardianship
o
Billy Ralston, of Roswell had until
Outalda World.
Bond In Attachment
Letters of Administration
recently a horse that had a record of
Lai Wgas.meanlng The Meadows,"
Execution
Warrant to Appraisers
remark
ninety-ninThe
runaways.
a the county seat of San Miguel ooun;
Order to Garnishee to Pay
Summons, Probate Court
able part of the story Is that the en .y, Ilea
oi both aides of the Gallina
to
his
sell
Garnishee
was
able
Justice's
Receipt
inch 100 p.
Docket,
terprislng Billy
fver, and, with Its suburbs, has about
caballo, and to a man who knew his .0,000 Inhabitants.
Affidavit in Replevin
Justice's Docket, S
inch 200 p.
It nas excellent water works, arc Bond In
Billy made no se
Idlosyncracles.
Record
for
Public
Replevin
Notary
stores, beautiful residences
cret of the fact that In orJer to drive and incandescent
electric light plant,
A True Bill
Writ of Replevin
his outlaw It was necessary to have telephone exchanges, headquarters
of
Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)
Appearance Bond
three buggies one on the road, one the Atchison railway system, itew
Bond for Deed
at the repair shop and one at home In Mexico division, together with rail
Peace Bond
road machine shops and
reserve.
Criminal
Application for Licenses
Warrant
works, stock yards and large eheepo
and dipping plants.
Report of Survey
Criminal
shearing
Complaint
Demlng Reduction Works Sold J,
West of the river, the old town has
Agreement Special Lease
Mittimus
The Optic Job Rooms, Fine Com- FOR RENT Nicely furnlHhed room,
The Roswell Record which has suc B. Smith and associates, who are the quaint and picturesque Mexican
mercial printing,
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,
with privilege of light housekeeping, ceeded In swallowing up the other operating mines in the Floridas, have appearance adobe bouses, - narrow,
Appeal Bond
at 918 8th St.
two daily papers that started into closed a deal for the old mill of the crooked streets, native people and
Original
Attachment
Notice
of
RE8TAURANTS.
and
business down there last spring an- Demlng mining and milling company, customs, handicrafts of occupations;
Affladivit and WTrit in Attachment
but the plaza and all the new town,
Criminal Comp't for Search WaJ.
Two rooms for light housekeeping,
nounces that It has made arrange and are going to rebuild It and put east of the river, constitute a distinc
Duval'e Restaurant Short Order-Reg- ular
street
Sixth
1008,
$8;
Duplicate.
Notice for Publication
meals. Center street.
ments for a press telegraphic ser in a full outfit of modern machinery. tive American city. The streets are
Citation
Venire
rooms for vice and will run an
en Mr. Smith says the property would be wide and well graded, while sidewalk
FOR RENT Furnished
shaded with growing trees.
TAILORS.
abound,
808
street
Constable's
Fifth
and
In
best
Sale
the
light housekeeping.
Notice of Garnishm't on Exec
thoroughly rebuilt
terprislng morning paper.
Three parks, filled with grass and
198-- m
as an
run
and
manner
most
Notice
Improved
of
Sale
Bond
healthful.
add to the beauty and
J. B. Allen, The Douglaa Avenue
Forthcoming
Parallel. The McKlnley ore sampler until the ore of the lo trees,
Deadly
of the place. Handsome
and
ness
tailor.
Criminal
Warrants
furnished
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Mother Gray' Sweet Powders
for children. Mother Gray, for year
a nurse in the Children's Home in
New York, treated children successfully with a remedy, now prepared and
placed in the drug stores, called
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for
Children. They are harmless as milk,
pleasant to take and never fail. A
certain cure for feverishness, constipation, headache, teething and stom
ach disorders, and remove worms. At
all druggitts, 25c. Don't accept any
substitute. Sample sent Free.

BUSSUN PILGRIMS.

The "IFS" of Life

MOW AGED PEASANTS ATTAIN CASTE
IN THEIR VILLAGES.
follo-- ln
lb
era received

Hew Torn Mock quotations
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ij
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n
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,. ll
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. nm
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Make the guarantees ot Insurance in The Mutual Life Insurance
Company ot New York, valuable beyond all calculation. The following instance i only one of Thousands:

Ty

Travel Far Away to Pray at
Distant Skrlaea and Bfoaasterl.
The Holy Places They Visit and at
Which They Are red and Lodged.
When the snows of winter melt in
Russia aud the woods are fragrant
with violets and the ice In great uussp
floats down the rivers to the sen the
peasant who is on the threshold of old
age, tired of long inaction, comes forth
from his izba and looks abroad.
Strange thoughts have been stirring in

7

The tate Archibald N. Waterbouae. of Philadelphia, who died suddenly last Friday, held policies amounting to M).0iW In the Mutual
Life Insurao'-- Company of New York. The forms of Insurance under
wliU'h these policies were Issued wore so selected that tits widow will
roclTeatoncet.(XiO In cushand an anuual loconw of gmM for twenty years, and If she Is livinc at the end of Hint period she will receive
SW.Ooti Inrush, making a total amount received under these
poltc'e
$14o.Oo on which Hi premiums paid by Mr. Walerhouse amouuted to
only $.7,000. (From The fhllndelpula Kecord, Nov. 13. mi.)

S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.

In writing state what you would like to receive In cash at the
end ot limited payment period, amount you would like your beneficiary to receive.
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$4.00; fair to choice mix- Serge, near Moscow,. or of the saint
Those Nobby
See
of
ney troubles and general debility. regulate the bowels and prevent bul$3.60; western sheep $3.25 who sleep in the catacomb
ed $3.00
seen
at
there
be
50c.
Kiev,
Satisfaction
may
Only
$6.25;
guaranteed by lous attacks. For sale by all drug
$4.00; native Iambs $3.25
band of pilgrims, staff In band, Jour- all Druggists.
gists.
western lambs $5.40
$6.00.
on
In
foot, through poverty or
neying
accordance with a vow, to their
f
comet 1b going away
The
KANSAS CITT, Mo., July 25. CatOood la the Piece
goal. The men often wear clumsy from the earth as
rapidly as it can
tle market unchanged. Native steers but comfortable shoes of plaited bark, travel. It doesn't Intend to
to select from. . . .
be
cap
fastened round the leg with
...HACK LIXE...
$4.00 $5.25; Texas and Indian steers stocking
If
can
tured
the
it
Rlngltngs
help
by
breeches
to
knee
the
string,
reaching
Best Hack Service in the city. Meet all
$3.25
$4.60; Texas cows $2.00
and wide, baggy, flowing coat attach- It
..v..,- trains. Calls are promptly attended to.
TAILOR.
$3.20; native cows and heifers $2.00 ed to the waist with a colored belt.
Ofllce at M. L. Oooley's livery stable,
Was
$5.40; Blockers and feeders $2.50 The women have a colored underskirt,
Terror.
Hw
Night
"I would cough nearly all night
$4.35; bulls $2.50
$3.75; calves a short dress and bodice all In one and
a bright hued handkerchief wrapped long," writes Mrs. Cha. Applegale,
.$2.00
$5.00; western steers $3.00
round the head, a knapeack on the ot Alexandria, Ind., "and csuld hardly
$3.00.
$4.95; western cows $2.15
back and a gourd or kettle fastened get any sleep. I had Consumption so
$4.90;
Sheep. Muttons $3.00
to a girdle, Bui the costume are
bad that if I walked a block I would
lambs $3.15
$5.90; range wethers
very Various, aud It would be impossi- cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
$3.00
G
ewes
Uh
$5,00:
$4.80.
ble to describe them all.
These pilgrim beg for money com- when all other medicine failed, three
Wool.
paratively rarely. They have the self $1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
I gained 68 m
ST. LOUIS, Mo., July 25. Wool respect and Independence which befit wholly cured me and
so
It's
people
presumably
Perhaps
pious.
pounds."
absolutely
guaranteed
steady; territory and western med- they have saved for this pilgrimage for to cure
Coughs, ColJs, - La Grippe,
iums 16
fine medium many years;
IS
they are hardy up to the Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
14
16.
16; fine 13
last degree. At night they Bleep where
Troubles. Price 50c and 1. Trial
they can, in a monastery or perhaps in
abed that have been erected for them bottles free at all Druggists.
Chicago Grain Letter.
CHICAGO, Ills.. July 25. The mar- by the road, and when they wish to
The second matrimonial venture of
ket is strong and higher. Cables are drink they stop aud ask for water at a
THAT HADE-JO. Blaine, Jr., has proved a
James
where
are
hut,
respectthey
still dull and the casfh situation slow. peasant'
received. If they are short of failure, due, no doubt, to his renowned
fully
Weather in the northwest is on the bread the poor moujlk will give tbem
efforts to corner the wild oats market.
whole favorable and probably the out- some, if he has any, for the charitable
look for the spring wheat crop is instinct of the people in Russia Is inexValuable Time Saved.
s
And perhaps, too, they
somewhat improved.
News which tinguishable.
Slight
injuries often disable a man
home
will
service
tome
render
to
the
contributes to the strength today is
and cause several days' loss of time
they visit Tolstoi ha described
the threshing returns from Nebraska. that
a pilgrim to the Holy Land who found and when blood poison develops,
lbs or more each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs
These are almost uniformly and dis- a whole
family dying of starvation and sometimes results In the loss ot a
a
occasioned
It
Pain
set
hand
limb.
or
SaturAud
Chamberlain's
tbem up again.
tinctly disappointing.
when
lbs.
15c per 100 lbs
1,000
good deal of local speculative buying. day arrives, and all good people are Balm Is an antiseptic liniment. When
20c per 100 lbs
world's bound by their religion to take a bath, applied to cuts, bruises and burns it
Europe is expecting liberal
1,000 lbs
men and women will plunge Into causes them to heal
and withshipments on Monday and Broom Hall then
quickly
lbs.
50
regardless ot the want of out
per 100
cables that Liverpool market is de- the rivermachines
maturation, and prevents any danand careless of all
bathing
all
For
blood
sale
ger of
poison.
by
pressed somewhat by offerings of bathing regulations.
Less than
lbs
per 100 lbs
new Russian wheat. It being Satur
Glad, after this interminable march druggists.
day the cash market was quiet We of many weeks, is the Russian pilgrim
It has been demonstrated that it
see no reason to change our previous when he sees far off, flashing against
churchazure
the
domes
man
of
the
the
can live in Chicago on $1.38 a
sky,
which
are
views,
that wheat is worth es of the
holy places where he is to day, but Chicago really ought to offer
the money and when any material
worship, and especially is he glad If it
change comes It will be for higher be a town, like Kiev, that stands on a a bonus to people to stay there.
prices.
range of wooded bill, breaking the
Driven to Desperation.
Corn The market is active and monotony of the endless plain. Singat an out of the way place,
Living
more
a
he
ing
Joyous
hymn,
approachCFFlQSi
Avmnum,
higher. The situation Is pretty strong, es
remote
from civilization, a family la
are
for
he
know
there
that
eagerly,
speculative one and controlled
La
by food and lodging assured him at hi often driven to desperation in case of
crop reports. There Is a large, strong destination. At Jerusalem there is an accident, resulting in Burns, Cuts,
bull condition in this market. Their Immense convent built, supported by Wounds, Ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply
feeling seems to be that the tendency the Russian government, which la well of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
of the weather is dry and that perfect aware of what t1ir pilgrim do to
best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
t-use
Russian InCu nee ami her repuconditions are necessary to make it
in the FToly Land. At Solovet-sk- y
Mosquitoes are reported to be killa fair crop of corn. There Is also a tation
there is a hotel with finding coungood bear element And for develop- ter that serve n a ieftlug place. At ing hens in the vicinity, of Vancouver,
ing the crop. In the meantime with the lnvra of Pet- - 'i tjU. the oldest of the British Columbia. They are evidently
me varying conditions and reports Runs inn aionnsU'rle, then- - has been not bird of a feather.
AND
concerning the crop which are coming a house for the poor since the eleventh
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
in the bull Hem to have a little the century. Some of the pilgrims are acNew Mexico
commodated In room that resemble
Vega
a powder. It
best of it Receipt are moderate and well
Allen's Foot-Easkept haylofts, and each one ba a
A HEALTH RESORT
demand only fair; We remain in doubt ocker, where he may sit during the cures painful, smarting, nervous feet
Aa4 try tb niaefel Water Baths . Baths et all
a to the situation and outlook. The day and deep at night There I a hos- sad ingrowing nails, and instantly
glvsa. The Peat
Beta aarlvalM tsr RbsMsstlsa.
weather Is the most Important factor. pital there, too, with eighty beds, and takes the sting out of corns and bunThis famous resort affords snmptnout a omroodattons at reasonable prlcaa. The
If it continues dry next wek in south a special wing for those whose ail- ions. It's the greatest discovery of
Monteiuma can comfortably provide fur several hundred fiiesta. I.as Vs
Hot
Allen' Foot-Easmake
west market will probably go higher. ments are not of a serious description. the age.
Hprlnrs Is sue of tlir fe really satlNfanUiry ibwky Muuiitain rcaorts, and has In
And for three days pilgrims are lodged
a modern hmoital. and comix-Uni-t
and nunc, the MonU'iuma
phynlclana
new
feel
or
a
Is
shoes
It
easy.
ranch and hot houses, aluo parks and aillai-euthat are unrivalled In bau-ty- .
nd boarded free, and many are allow- tight
It has every emeutlal the rUrht alllf ude, a canyons
certain cure for sweating, callous and
perfect climate, attractive surround
ed to come and go just as they will.
Iri(rs, medicinal waters andampleopportunlty for recreation.
Grain and Prevision.
The ideal place for a
hot, tired, aching feet. Try it today.
vacation outing. Further Information ifladly furnished.
Close July 25, 1903.
W.
Sold
B.
stores.
and
all
M.
shoe
H
W.
A.
Vmnm't Literary Oataat.
by
TALBOT, Manager.
D., Medical Director.
druggists
8.,
HINTON,
Wheat July 76
Andrew Lang held at one time what By mail for 25c. in stamp.
8ept. 7701-8- ;
Trial
Dec. 77
must have been very nearly a world'
package Free. Address, Allen S.
Corn July 61
Sept. 52; Dec. record In literary output. Hi regular Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
1 1
for a
62
Weekly work was six leader
Rochefoucauld : Narrow minds think
two
humorous
newspaper,
morning
"PLAZA
Oats Juir 41
Dec.
Sept. 33
sketches for an evening Journal, two nothing right above their own capac34
ity.
a
two
book
reviews
and
long article,
PHARMACY" X
'
Pork. July $13.65; Sept. $13.80.
Bartol: Good manners and good
contribution to a weekly illustrated paLard Jul, $7.62; Sept. $7.75.
per. In addition to this be devoted morals are sworn friends and fast alDealers In
Ribs-J- uly
four hour every day to what may be lies.
$7.47; Sept. $8.00.
called pure literature. He turned out
DRUGS, HEDICINES
CHEMICALS.
book at the rate of three a year or
Weekly Bank Statement
even more. In 1800, for instance, there
NEW YORK. July 25.
appeared from hi pen the "Red Fairy
Patent medicine, sponge,
syringes, soaps, comb and brushInc. $5,636,925. Reserve less U. Tale Book," "Life, Letters and Diaries
es, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all good usually
In
brown
marble
and
stone.
to
of
8. Inc. $5,631,000; loam Inc. 884,200;
Sir Stafford Northcote," "How
kept by druggist. Physicians' prescription carefully comAll work guaranteed.
Goods selected
pounded and all orders correctly answered.
pecle inc. $1,503,700; legal inc. $t, Fall In Literature" and "Old Friends."
with great care and warranted as represented.
For week together hi work would
Yards, corner Tenth street and
826,400; deposl inc. $7,148,700; circuaverage 25,000 word a week.
Douglas avenue.
lation dec. $8900.
Vegas, New Mexico.
MILES SWEENEY.

MUTUAL

a

VJeono,

NEW YORK
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Carries!
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A FILTER

1

flve-stor- y

Filters

Mur-phey'-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

i

N. M.. on July 27. 1903, viz:
FERMIN SALAZAR.
of Trementina, N. M., for the NW
SB 14. SW
SE
of SB
and S
SlTOPNB,
8ec. 25, T. 15N., R. 23 E.
Mo.
3 Pm. irrit 1:4 p. m. Dp
:0 p. a.
He names the follow I rje witnesses
No. t fua. tntv 1.-a. a. Dp. 8:06 a m.
wsar aoirxa
to prove his continuous residence upon
No.l
trrlv. U:S p. m. Up 115 p.m. and cultivation of said land. vis:
No T Past, srrlvs
JO p. m.
4:J5 p. m.
Jose Abran 8alazar of Trementina.
N. M.; Mlleclo Sanchez of Las Vegas,
No. S and I carry Pullmaa cars only.
Ma t Is the local
east boundt also car- N .M.; Feliberto Sanchez of Tremen
ries Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kansas Olty tina. N. M.; Sesario Sanchez ot Tre
and Chicago; also tourists cars. This train
N. M.
arrives La Junta 10: ZO p. m. Connection for mentina,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Pueblo, Colorado
Springs and Denver
No. SI leaves La Junta l:tS a. m. arrive
t
Register.
Pueblo 5 18 a m. Colorado Springs :0 a. n
Denver 9:90 a, m.
Homestead Entry No. 4963.
No.1
a local train
d
and is a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a Southern Oallfornl train, narriaa Pnllnitn
aloe per and Tourist
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sleepers and Chair Car
iot uem angeias.
June 23rd, 1903.
No, t Is Mortnern California train Carrying
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair
settler has filed notice of
Oars for San Francisco; also carries sleeper lowing-namefor El Paso. Arrive
Albuquerque 10:04 p. his Intention to make final proof In
m. Connection for El Paso, Demlng and Silot his claim, and that said
ver Olty. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p. m. support
Arrives El Paso T:M a. m. Darning I:S0 a. m. proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Ban Miguel county at Las
Silver City 10:18a n:.
No.
Is through train for Chicago carrying Vegas, N. M., on August 6th, 1903, vii:
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair car.
OREGORIO GARCIA
Arrive La Junta U:ft a. m. Connection for
Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver. for the SE 14, See. 15. T. 13 N , R.
22 E.
INo. S031 leaves La Junta W;80 p. m. Arrive
Pueblo MO p, to.: Colorado Springs ;40 p. m.
He names the following witnesses
Denver p. m.
to prove hi continuous residence
Santa Fe branch trains connect with Not.
upon, and cultivation of, said UnJ,
I, 17 and 8.

DAN
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Mountain Ice

2

1--2

2

VEGM!i

RETAIL PRICES i

2.000

"
"
"
"

to 2.000
200 to
to 200
50

AGUA

"
"
"
"

25c
30c

PURA

f.

trin

190-30-

west-boun-

d

Koundtrlp tickets to point not over 198 m.
par eeat reduction
Commulatto
tick eta bete see Lee Vegae and
Hot Springs 10 cMm SI .oauood dam

10

Santa Fe Branch

J

I Effective

no.

THE MONTEZUMA
-

Hot Springs,

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
EL

EASTERN

PA80-NORT-

Wednesday April

sown

SYS- -

TEH.

No. 71.
1.

1001

wistNo. orn
413

tat

mies
:Mam..Lv...Eipauol,.Ar..M....

I

i 40 p m..Lv.Tren Pledrs.Ar..0....
6
l

8:00pm
m

10:06

... T S5sm
3pm..Lv...Ar.tonto. .Ar
8:Wpm..Lv.,.Alan,on.., Ar.lU .. :IOam
J:0Sa m..Lv.,..I'ueblo...Ar.SH7..., 1:37 am
7:l& a m . Ar... Denver.... L v.
404.... 30 p m

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO.
Trains run dally ticept Sunday.
the OREAT SOUTHWEST and KAN
Connection! With th
nil SA8
main Una
CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
branches a follows; '
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST,
At Antoulto for Duranm. Sllverton and all
NORTH and SOUTHEA8T.
points In the Ban Juaa country,
o
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) for La
Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
Vet. Pueblo. Colorado Nnrlnm
ist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
also with narrow gauge for Uonte V lata.? Del
Cars and Day Coach cm all trains.
nmie ureene no au point In the Ban Luis
Dining Car Bsrvlc UnxcHs1.
vslley.
o
At Balida with main Una lituuiuA
Call on nearest agent for full tnfor-- .
for all point east and west Including Lead.
matlon or address the undersigned.
vino ana narrow gauge point between
a
N. B. For handsomely Illustrated
and Grand Junction.
,
At Florence and Canon Oil fur th mm booklet descriptive of
CLOUDCROFT.
camps of Orlpile Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver the Premier Summer Resort of th
with all Missouri river lines for all nolnts Southwest, tend four cents postage to
A. H. BROWN,
east.
General Passenger Agent,
For further Information addrau the anifor.
E. P.-System,
signed.
El Paso, Tel.
Vm
Throueh ewMniera from
in
standard gauge tlwpcro from Alamos can
nave oerins remrved on application.

ri

Sal-Id-

luu

8.

8.

W.

KoiBiHS, General Agent,
Santa Fe, M U.

K.Hoori.O.P.A.,
Denver, Colo.
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The Best
There is in

b

a

Printing
is not

jr1

Too

Our Pride's in
Our Printing

"vc--t-

A44.--

OPTIO
Tg
io 3 rcsr.73

-

Tent Olty,
4

e

.2:

jp

Good for
Our Customers.

BATHS

Las

TatU

Tims

CO.,

tv.,iiv,,tv,tv,.t,,vv,v,tv,,,5

viz:
Juan Qulntana of Las Vegas. N. M.:
Preclliann Madrid nf Ijta Vma V If .
Benlgno Marline of Las Vega, N.
M.; Juaa Garcia of Las Vegas, N. II.

D.&R. Q. System

Its

020 Douglas
Vzma, fow tZjxbo

Iner-

Time Table.

1--

RHODES'

RllSSell.

k

Santa

Spring Suits

two-taile-

J

(7

1

k

far-of-

--

Department of the Interior.
, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. It,
Juna 16, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given mat Ota
following-namesettler has Hied notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States Commissioner at Las Vega.

r :
writ
gr iTtf ll Iw-- i

Coronedo Beach. California.

t

.

6--

l--
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6--

Winters Drag Co.

3--

3--

,

1903-Re-

-erve

and

Monuments
.

Prop.

V:a-Ait,iT-

i
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Las
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i:t-

-

tJar?

Go West to the Ocean
California's summer Climate is finest
world.
in

Cool Trip on the
Surf-bathin-

jf

ocean breezes

Santa T:
snow-cappe- d

the

Sierras.

You can bur
combination round trip ticket to Coronado this
mer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronade
Tent City at a wary low price.
Tent City I t popular Southern California summer seaside resort
Writ for fall particulars aboot tats 4rfa.tfaJ mcatioa Iris.

Atchlaon, Topaka

5ent.r.R,.

Q Mlta U O

W. J. LVCAS.

.n
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the Scenic Road could not be more

MEADOW CITY HAPPENINGS
Temperature record for yesterday,

taaxlcam

$4, m'nlmum.

PUBLIC

60.

OPINION.

Chapman Lodge, No. 2, A. F. and We Invite communications en all mat
A.
will confer the Feltoweraft deters of public Interest to appear
gree next Monday night.
In this column.
Buttrlck's regular dance tonlgbt at One of the most Important functiona
Rosenthal hall. Fine floor, line music.
of a newspaper is to reflect publlo
Everyone promised a good time.
opinion. Ws believe this function
Nelcan be best performed by offering
Tomorrow, the Misses Cora and
lie Stern will chaperone a party down
opportunity for direct expression
the river. The drive will be given
on the part of our readers.
In honor of the Misses Fuerth of St. Communications must be always ac
Louis.

names
companied by the bonaflde
of
evidence
good
an
as
of writers

The Rev. W. W. Burks, pastor of the
faith.
Christian church, Qulncy, 111,
who la visiting In the city will preach Writers are requeated to maKe their
contributions aa brief ana poinxea
at the First M. E. church tomorrow
o'clock.
.
6
at
as possible.
night

First

Another View.
Vldal Duran of Mineral Hill made
final proof today on his homes' cad of Mr. Editor:
rim writer has read the communica
160 acres; and Fulgensio Martlney z
Brito made a homestead entry of 160 tions lately appearing in The Optic
acres at Lagartta yesterday.
and baa given some little thougnt to
the profound economic truths, em
Mr. Su? fysenibal and party of bodied therein. Were It not tor me
friends will drive VSjb Oalllnae canr brains, logical reasoning - and
yon tomorrow as. far as the road per- above all the purely disinterested phil
mits and spend the day beneath the anthropic spirit opportunely displayed
tDS ,oftT
grateful shade
hv the selfish amlgos (?) of the plain
what progress would the world
people,
Messrs. Charles Weld and 3. D, W.
in the elapsed eons since
made
have
Veeder were prosecuting the work to--.
of truth was first puiiea
the
throttle
day of securing the additional subof thought of the uni
train
and
the
scription for bonds sufficient to Insure verse started on Its fearsome Journey
the loop extension of the electric line.
down the trackless abyss of dlmenIn
question
article
The
The Plata hotel dining room la slonless space.
made pleasant by the arrival of several comes iuat at this time with peculiar
worm is
pretty and efficient waitresses who anDoslteness when the weary
for
the
promulgation
longing
wistfully
Denver
to
relieve
came from
yesterday
of economic dispen
tho husy force at that well patronised of a new doctrine
'
sation.
place.
the
Truly, Indeed why should
WANTED A map of the entire thoughtless dealer in the product of
town, covering both aides of the river. My Lady Nicotine hark back to the
Anyone possessing such a map which selfish cast for his supplies, thus drain
they are willing to part with for a fair ing an already depleted community of
price please communicate with this the remnant of Its too scanty means.
office, i
Especially as competent authority has
demonstrated the un
conclusively
of cultivating ill
doubted
feasibility
the
Pond
Valley
Cherry
Ashley
ranchman Is reported to have purchas- own tobocco.
Still further, as the subject waxes
ed the old Btreeter plaee near Shoewarm
and
and our Indignation increases
Improvmaker and to be enlarging
his
atone
house
for
Why not "liaise" our
proportionately.
the
private
ing
as
own
groceries,
dreary for years, en- residence.
tnrnrlalnar bachelors
have "raised"
The directors of the El Porvenlr their own meats, The yield of wool
one and fuel company have Bold to this year has, I believe, been enor
John James of Ban Antonio, a part of mous. Why dispose of this home pro-their machinery which will be shipped dnct to the ravening financial wolves
next Wednesday morning to the Rio of the effete east. Keen It at home;
build your own machinery, weave your
Grande town.
own cloth, and clothe your own un
of
the
garbed population therewith. These
C.
head
Mr. F.
Roundy,
Roundy Regalia Arm of Chicago, left and many other things too numerous
this afternoon for Chicago, taking with to be enumerated may be propounded
htm the body of hi young son who by the prodigies of social economics.
died on the train at Glorleta yester It only they will band their now
wasted energies to Its accomplish
Uay.
rnent It Is really too bad and pre
Severlno Baca of Bapello took out sents a spectacle of hideous aspect
license for three to a disgusted community, to behold
a merchandise
months and Erb tt Westerman re- men, to outward seeming of apparent
deliver themselves of
newed their restaurant license for Intelligence,
twelve months, both done at the of- such nonsense as is contained In the
into communications In the columns of
fice of the probate clerk yesterday.
The Optic.
Has It never occurred to these comThe Y. M. C. A, meeting tomorrow
afternoon at 4 o'clock will be In the municants that there ie probably a
Baptist church parlors aa usual. Rev. reason why the purchasing public preItinerant venders
A. C. Geyer will lead tho meeting. fer to patronise
The association quartette will sing. rather than home merchants. What
Men and boys are Invited. Strangers ever tho reason mav be it would be
the part of wisdom to seek for the
will be heartily welcomed,
cause an.l by remedying It remove the
Mr,. Harvey's two mountain wagons cause of comnlalnt If vonr sooda are
were filled to overflowing this morning not what they should be get better
and in order to accommodate
the ones, but don t try to force an undecore of would be passengers he was sirable article down the throats of a
K. K.
compelled to procure a third wagon community.
at one of the local livery barns. The
The Scsnlo Route.
Harvey ranch Is becoming more popuhas
There
been a great deal of din
season.
lar '":every
cnsslon the last few daya in regard to
I III
Ben Bruhn, one' of the best Judges the location of the 8cenlc Route beof horse flesh In these parts, has de- tween Las Vegas and Santa Fe.
Several who have taken the trouble
cided to open a horse market In the
old street car bams. There Is already to visit the place where the work is
demand for New Mexico horees now- now going on, hare been very mucn
aday and a gentleman of Mr. Bruhn's surprised to find that the road la, beevpertence Is likely to make a mint of ing constructed entirely out of the
Mr. canyon and In many places not within
money out of the enterprise.
Bruhn will also keep a number of sad- sight of the river.
dle ponies for the accommodation of The writer took the trouble to visit
the camp and look over the proposed
the public,
f
tour and
miles of road, and
Captain W. B. Brnnton, who came found the condition to be exactly as
down yesterday from bis ranch near represented by others who had pre
Shoemaker, reports very dry condi- viously looked Into the location of
tions In the valley, rain having fall- the route.
There is no portion of our surround
en only once within the last month.
To make matters worse, the irrigat- ing country that the citizens of Las
ing dams have been washed out by the Vegas take as much Interest in as the
heavy floods which came down the Hot Springs canyon. When we have
Bapello last week. Another argument visiting friends or people whom we
in favor of the big reservoir Into wish to have locate here in our beauwhich the flood waters of our riven tiful and healthful city we never fntl
to take them up to view
the Hot
could be diverted and conserved.
Bprlngs canyon, which Is acknowledg
Erring I Spits the lively young sales-ma- n ed to be one of the rcost beaotjful and
of HfeM'i big house returned delightful drives in New Mexico. So
yesterday from a thirty-datrip It seems to the writer that If we are to
throwdi the southern part of the ter- have a Scenic road it should be built
ritory. He has a remarkably success- where the scenery is. The proposjj
ful, tour selling goJs In enarly every route Is located at such a distance
town as far as silver City. Thus are from the bottom of the canyon that
teboundarte of trade enlarged by one can get but occasional long
tbeTasnTrig rrTwhantc who have made
glimpses of the stream which
LasVVerss an l will yet aee it become adds so materially to the 'beauty f
th great distributing point of New the canyon. For one who dislikes the
Mexico.
sight of water the present location of

P''

'

.

.

one-hal-

y

e

admirably chosen.
Again, we are Informed that the proposed route is nearly four miles longer than the present
road,
canyon
which, in the writer's opinion, Is long
enough.
It Is very easy to criticise the work
of others yet one cannot help regretting that the work on our Scenic Road
is being done to parallel a road which
we already have Instead of enabling us
to get further Into the mountains.
There can be absolutely no fault to
find with the present construction
which Is being prosecuted In the most
It Is onlyto
workmanlike manner.
be regretted that it Is in a place not
as scenic as the present road to El
Porvenlr and Is to be four miles long
er.
The writer does not contend that the
grade on the canyon road can equal
that of the proposed Scenic Road, but
does contend that the present canyon
road can be greatly Improved with
much less work and expenditure than
will be reaulred to construct and main
tain a road so high up the mountain
side.
':- CITIZEN.
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Walker's Ideal

FOR$I.OO

$4-0- 0

Self Scouring.
Stone Core.

J

Germ Proof
Filter No. 3.

.

This filter is designed (o screw on a faucet over a sink. Anyone an
attach it in a few minutei. The large faucet takes the place of the origins
one to draw unfiltered water) the small one is always ready with a good
supply of the fnest filtered water to be had anywhere.
Ideal niters are the only ones which are absolutely

SHIRT WAIST
boought at our reduced sale prices.
same will hold good with all

jjAm nf neoola would have home- m

h. t..ir
g"

Muslin Underwear,
"

m.

de

m

ELK8.

.

Arrangements Concluded for a Drlv
Ing Club and Park Association.
Of no little Interest to the public
will be the news that the local lodge
B. P. O. E. have completed the plans
of a project In which they have been
working for some time and which will
in the course of time contribute large
of
ly to the enjoyment of the people
Las Veeas as well as to that of the
large numbers of people from far and
wide who seek our delightful climate
during all seasons of the year, but es
pecially during the hot summer
months.
The Elks' Driving Club and Park as
sociation has been organized and the
articles of Incorporation have been
filed in the office of the territorial sec
retary at Santa Fe.
The nature of the association and
what It nroposes to do will be entered
into by The Optic in detail in the neai
future In connection with the publics
tlon of Its articles of Incorporation.

The plaxs band stand Is gay enough
with its freshly painted red roof and
white substructure while the benches
of the park fairly outshine the green
of trees and grass in their ne wcoat
of green paint all as a result of the
west side ladles' successful party in
May..
One of the most exciting times of
a cowboy's life is when he Is sent
out to round up A Texas Steer and
the way it will be done at the opera
house next Wednesday night will be
a revelation to many who have seen
the trick done before.
Actual work began this morning on
the construction of the new cement
sidewalks which are to extend around
the nlaza. The front of Romero Mer
cantile Co.'s store was the scene of
first operations.
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WE AGAIN OFFER

.......... .25 Cents'

....

2 pairs Black Cat Hose for.
. . .
2 pairs Ladies' Black Cat Hose for.

or

J

I

and Hats

in

structed.
Th. i.n i. made of Indura- jti.Fihraware. a
h
and cold keeps all
the cold Lin and all the beat

:i
Skirts,
Parasols
?

.

... .35 Cents

.

out.

thMa nirta in all t
nail and the cvunder that hold
the mixture, and cover.
17
and far
,
tn riaan
more satisfactory than any other freezer
on the market, no matter how mucn
it costs.
Four sizesmaking from three pints
to four quarts.
The prices are 'low enough to suit
almost any depth of pocket-boo- k
$f. 50, $1.75, $2, $3.

Don't Forget Us When At The Depot.

..n

BACHARACIi BROS.
Opposite Oamtaneda Hotel.

"'

V

FOR SALE BY

Illlllllllllllll

I

Why Sweat ?

'S
THE PLAZA.

I

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
SEE

:

some

II

IlMIMIMIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIII

;

RICES.

I.

Largest and
Most Attractive
Sale of
High Character

A Great Reduction Sale on

Our
and
and Summer Suit.

llotNe. 3694,

gaits, were

Hot

110.00.!

!

ad

Spring

....

No.
1 lot No.
1 lot No.
1 lot No.
1 lot No.
1 lot No.

1 ...... ,...now $8.00

3641,
Suits, were $850,.
3600,
Suits, were 1850,.
3658. 2- - piece Suits, were 1750,
3550,
Suits, were $750,
2166. 3- - pieoe Linen Suits, were $6.00
Crash Suits, were $5.00
2147,
Hot No. 2212,
Crash Suits, were $4.00 : .
1 lot No. 2151,
Crash Suits, were $350. .
1 lot No. 3550' Coats and Vests only, were $750

....now
...now
..
..

7.0O
7.0O
6. SO

.now
.now

6.H)

...now
...now
...now
...now
...now

5.0O

3.75
3.0O
2.0O
6.0O

;

will be news to many that Las
Vegas has several people engagej In
the making of the very popular Indian
bead chains which are distributed
from here to various cities east and
west.

It

Yhe Veeder brothers were breaking
ground thle morning for a handsome
brick stable to be located at the north
west corner of their plaza property
It will be an ornament to the street

The Misses Cora and Nellie Stern
will entertain next Thursday evening
In honor of their guests, the Misses
Fnerth of St. Louis. The party will
be given at Rosenthal hall.
Mrs. O. L. Selleck, of Tipton came
down on No. 1, transacted some business with neatness and dispatch and
"
returned home on No. 2.

The various chairmen of the commit
tees for the Raton picnic are urged to
get their committees together and perfect plans for the day.
Duvall's la newly decorated. Take
dinner there tomorrow and enjoy
t
yourself.
Take your guests to the Imperial
for a fine Sunday dinner.
There'll be a tempting dinner to
morrow at the Imperial.
7167
The Jollier generally
make both ends meet.

J

Th

Wash Goods.

cverv dav if it wasn't
nf annticants for the
"crank-turninjob.
you
Ho need to go without it now
don't need to turn a crank in order to
get good home-maThe XXth CENTURY FREEZER
while it stands in
freezes
or
g
without
the pail
.
repacking.
,
, wm
m
Simply put in tne ice anu
alone.
it
leave
mixture and
la frozen as hard
n . tt,. .mm
-- "
TT UGH
easily and
as it is desired, it is removed slices.
.
,L.ni all readv to serve in
The whole secret lies in the way .the
XXthCEHTUKX IKX.CI.L..
i.--.-

1

with every

.,

crank-turnin-

THE ENTERPRISING

.

4 Trading Stamps for

Price Complete, - - $6.00

O.T7

We will give from now until
the First Day of AUGUST

manages to

Some people talk too much to say

anything.
The man who realize that he has
made a fool of himself experiences con
siderable difficulty In keeping others
from finding It out.
When a mule kicks he generally ac
something, which is more
than can be said of a lot of men.
complishes

When a man Is under a cloud row
can't always convince him. that It has
a silver lining.

tiert, Cohsffnsr
r.larx Cults

&

ThelabmlH.S. A Kim on our stock of
these grand suits Is m positive guarantee that they are made by tho most
renowned clothiers. Those garments
are all hand tailored, bearing dlstlno'
tlon. elegance and artistic work.
garment ere positively worth and
Tmeim prlmoely
bmmi olnthlna houBBm iodmy at $22.60 ana

$20. the entire mnortment goe In thhi
.

Look

for our largo

803 8IXTH STREET.

MMIllllliaMIIIMatHISMw

L'S STOR.E
R.EICH (a COMPANY.
X

QfJa QQ

The Economist's Friends.

CHIs.

TUE BOSTON CLOTUlHiG HOUSE
M

Our JULY CLEARING! SALE Is
still on and reductions in all depart
meats are still in order.

GREENBERGER.
IHIII 1

IIIIIMIIMMIIMIII

Ladies'

1

1

Shirt Waists,
Petticoats and
Skirts
,

Some Dealers
show you a different range
every year, each of course
Is the UKHT.
Usually
the range does not live up

..TS..

PALACE
WtlUAM

to thoir talk and they

change ranges. When we
opeued business we searched for the iM'st raiiffc in
the world, regardless of
cost. We decided on the

"Great Majestic Range"

attention
FE, - N.M.

GtliSRAt AotNT.

Oe,

7gc, 85c

Tour choice at

Children's Drcsse

GOc

Will go

3Tc, OOc, 75c, $1.23, $tJiO
at 250, 50c, Wc, $1.00, $1.35

Our Ribbons are considered

better and cheaper than any in

J?

the market.

PERFECTION"

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD,

For this week only
Ladies'.Dressing Sacques,

oounrcous

bettor, ami we still
handle It. When we
toll our friends that
the Majestic Kauge
is nearer

dlers.

broken.

ADMIRABLE OUISIME

Why? There Is none

than any other range
made, we know what
we are talking about
and can back it up.
Majestic Ranges are
handled by dealers
only never by ped-

are selling rapidly and lots will soon be

VAUOHM.

B$T APPOIXTtZZPT$

SANTA

'

M

Daby R&bon, all kinds, 5 yds for So
Special Taffeta, Ro. 16, - - tOG
Special Taffeta, Ko. CO, - - IBo

EVERYDAY IJ
Croon Vezatables
essm
Country
'
AT

.

The above prices must impress the most skeptical that we live up to
motto-"Go-

Or

BRIDGE.

Hoods for Little Money."

our

J

.

II PAPEN'S.
EAST END

od

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

HIEBULY

.

f

.,

I

OPTIC.

